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Abstract. The article deals with presumed Indo-Iranian loanwords in Finnic lan-
guages which have no cognates in other branches of the Uralic language family. A main-
stream view, held by nearly all scholars of Uralic etymology, is that the contacts began 
already at the proto-language level, and that the words with a wide distribution in Uralic 
languages were borrowed from Proto-Indo-Iranian. Actually, contact is even attributed 
to before that, from “Pre-Indo-Iranian” which was still retaining the PIE vowel system, 
while some changes characteristic of Indo-Iranian had already happened in the conso-
nantal system. The article discusses all the etymologies presented in earlier research and 
assesses their credibility (convincing/unconvincing/unclear). According to the author, 
the number of Indo-Iranian borrowings restricted to Finnic is in fact very low. In almost 
half of the cases evaluated in the paper, the words are either of non-Indo-Iranian origin 
or have cognates in other Uralic languages. If the unclear cases are counted, the number 
is even greater. Finnic words with a plausible Indo-Iranian etymology clearly refl ect sev-
eral diachronic layers, all of which are shared by some other Uralic branches. This means 
that Finnic could not have acquired these words as a separate language. Some clearly 
late Iranian loans such as varsa and vasa have regular cognates in Mordvin [Koivule-
hto 1999a: 218–219], whereas some more archaic words are confi ned to Finnic. It is, 
however, interesting to note that many of the loanwords confi ned to Finnic manifest 
clearly Iranian features, and among those that are not demonstrably Iranian, there are 
no features that force us to consider these borrowings earlier Proto-Indo-Iranian loans; 
some of the more archaic loans are either problematic (such as verso) or should be re-
jected (such as herätä).

There are few irregular cases (*waćara, *akštara, *šukta) which cannot be ex-
plained as wrong etymologies or results of undetected sound laws, though. They could 
either be parallel Indo-Iranian loans or indicate that the respective Indo-Iranian words 

 * I would like to express my gratitude to Janne Saarikivi, Niklas Metsäranta, Santeri 
Junttila, Petri Kallio, Juha Kuokkala and the editor of this volume for useful comments 
and discussions on the topic of this paper and comments of its earlier versions. All the 
remaining errors are, of course, mine. A large part of the results of this paper has been 
published in my 2019 dissertation Indo-Iranian borrowings in Uralic: critical overview 
of sound substitutions and distribution criterion.
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spread through a dialect continuum which consisted of predecessors of Finnic, Saami 
and Mordvin, at the least. However, at least *waćara and *šukta clearly refl ect diff er-
ent layers of Indo-Iranian borrowings (*waćara with *ć from PII *ȷ́ and *šukta with *š 
from PI *ts). It is therefore unlikely that they were simultaneously diff used through the 
already diff erentiated West-Uralic dialects.

Keywords: Finnic languages, Uralic languages, Indo-Iranian languages, etymology, 
language contact.
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Аннотация. В статье рассматриваются предполагаемые индоиранские заим-
ствования в прибалтийско-финских языках, не имеющие соответствий в других 
ветвях уральской языковой семьи. Основная точка зрения, которой придержи-
ваются почти все исследователи уральской этимологии, состоит в том, что кон-
такты начались уже на праязыковом уровне и что слова, широко представленные 
в уральских языках, были заимствованы из праиндоиранских языков. Более того, 
есть даже точка зрения, относящая контакт к «доиндоиранской» эпохе, когда со-
хранялась еще праиндоевропейская система вокализма, а в системе согласных уже 
произошли некоторые изменения, характерные для индоиранских языков. В ста-
тье обсуждаются все этимологии, предложенные в более ранних исследованиях, 
и оценивается их достоверность (убедительные /   неубедительные /   неясные). По на-
шему мнению, количество индоиранских заимствований, ограниченных прибал-
тийско-финскими языками, на самом деле очень мало. Почти в половине случаев, 
рассмотренных в статье, слова либо не являются индоиранскими по происхожде-
нию, либо имеют соответствия в других уральских языках. Если включить в эти 
подсчеты и случаи неясных этимологий, число слов, которые нельзя считать заим-
ствованиями из индоиранских в прибалтийско-финские, будет еще больше. При-
балтийско-финские слова, имеющие надежные индоиранские этимологии, без 
сомнения, отражают несколько диахронических пластов, и при этом они имеют со-
ответствия в других уральских ветвях. Это означает, что праприбалтийскофинский 
язык не мог заимствовать эти слова сепаратно, как отдельный язык. Некоторые явно 
поздние иранские заимствования, такие как varsa или vasa, имеют регулярные со-
ответствия в мордовском языке [Koivulehto 1999a: 218–219]. Есть и некоторое ко-
личество более архаичных иранских слов, дистрибуция которых ограничивается 
прибалтийко-финскими. Надо отметить, что многие из таких заимствований явно 
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демонстрируют черты, характерные для иранских языков, а те, которые не явля-
ются очевидно иранскими, не имеют таких особенностей, которые заставляли бы 
нас датировать их более ранней доиндоиранской эпохой; наконец, этимология не-
которых из таких предполагаемых архаичных заимствований либо проблематична 
(как в случае verso), либо должна быть отклонена (как в случае herätä).

Есть несколько случаев очевидно верных этимологий, демонстрирующих нере-
гулярные фонетические соответствия. (*waćara, *akštara, *šukta); их фонетический 
облик не получается объяснять как результат действия каких-то еще не сформули-
рованных звуковых законов. Можно думать, что в данном случае мы имеем дело 
либо с параллельным заимствованием индоиранских слов в отдельные языки, либо 
с распространением индоиранских слов в рамках диалектного континуума, который 
состоял по крайней мере из прибалтийско-финских, саамских и мордовских язы-
ков. Но, как минимум *waćara и *šukta, без сомнения, отражают разные временные 
слои индоиранских заимствований (*waćara с *ć из праиндоиранского *j́, но *šukta 
с *š из праиранского *ts). Это делает маловероятным предположение об их од-
новременном распространении в отдельных западных ветвях уральских языков.

Ключевые слова: прибалтийско-финские языки, уральские языки, индоиран-
ские языки, этимология, языковые контакты.

1. Introduction

The study of Indo-Iranian loanwords in Uralic languages has a notable 
history of more than a hundred years (see [Joki 1973: 3–243] for a com-
prehensive presentation of early research history). A mainstream view, held 
by nearly all scholars of Uralic etymology, is that the contacts began al-
ready at the proto-language level, and that the words with a wide distribu-
tion in Uralic languages were borrowed from Proto-Indo-Iranian. Actually, 
contact is even attributed to before that, from “Pre-Indo-Iranian”, which 
was still retaining the PIE vowel system, while some changes characteris-
tic of Indo-Iranian had already happened in the consonantal system 1. Some 
geographically central branches of the Uralic family, such as Permic or Ob-
Ugrian, as well as Hungarian, continued to contact Iranian languages un-
til the late prehistorical period and early Middle Ages, cf. [Korenchy 1972; 
Joki 1973; Rédei 1986]. However, for reasons relating to the geographical 

 1 It is possible that there were contacts already between Proto-Uralic and Proto-In-
do-European, cf. [Koivulehto 2001b], but this is beyond the scope of this article.
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location of Proto-Finnic it has been usually assumed that Proto-Finnic did 
not have any independent contacts with Indo-Iranian languages after its 
split from Proto-Uralic.

In the late 1990s and early 2000s, Jorma Koivulehto [1999a; 2001a, 
2001b], Asko Parpola [1999] and Pekka Sammallahti [1999; 2001] proposed 
a number of Indo-Iranian etymologies for words that are found only in the 
Finnic or Saami branches. In this paper, I investigate all the etymologies 
that have a distribution limited only to Finnic. I try to determine whether it 
is reasonable to suppose their independent borrowing by Pre-/Proto-Finnic, 
or whether their cognates were simply lost from other Uralic languages. 
Indo- Iranian etymologies in Saami were explored in a similar study else-
where [Holopainen 2018].

The importance of this topic was highlighted e.g. by Saarikivi and Grun-
thal [2005: 127–129]. The dating of Finnic separation from its nearest neigh-
bouring branches is infl uenced by the early Indo-European etymologies, 
which were suggested mainly by Koivulehto. Early Indo-European (incl. In-
do-Iranian) loans in Finnic missing from elsewhere have indeed been used 
as evidence for early dispersal of the Uralic family. The same statement was 
made about loanwords in Saami, which likewise includes a lot of vocabu-
lary with tentative archaic Indo-European origin. However, Koivulehto him-
self has expressed the view that the distribution alone is not a well-working 
criterion in determining the age of Indo-European loans in Uralic [Koivule-
hto 1999a: 210]. The same view was expressed also by Kallio [2012: 227], 
and I agree with it. So the very fact that a loanword is present only in Finnic 
(or Saami, Mordvin, or any other branch of Uralic) tells less of its age than 
the phonological characteristics.

In this article, I concentrate on linguistic evidence, and leave archaeo-
logical and other kinds of considerations aside (some recent archaeological 
considerations are very briefl y summarized below).

2. The background of the contacts

2.1. Taxonomy of Finnic within the Uralic language family

While the Uralic language family is a clearly defi ned entity, the exact re-
lations between diff erent branches of Uralic are a matter of discussion, viz. 
[Itkonen 1997; Salminen 2001; 2002; Häkkinen 2009]. Only the problems 
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concerning the taxonomy of Finnic relevant for our topic are shortly pre-
sented here 2.

Although many of the proto-languages postulated between Proto-Uralic 
and Finnic in earlier research are now considered obsolete by many research-
ers [Häkkinen 1984; Itkonen 1997; Salminen 2002; Saarikivi 2011: 88–95], 
it is possible that the Saami and the Mordvin branches of Uralic are ge-
netically the most closely related to Finnic. This has been stated explicitly 
by Häkkinen [2009: 15–16], who calls the Finno-Saami-Mordvinic pro-
to-language West-Uralic, and some others (e.g. [Aikio 2015b]) have fol-
lowed his example. However, the exact relationship between these three 
branches is not clear at all [Zhivlov 2014: 115–117; Saarikivi 2011: 106–
110; Saarikivi, Grünthal 2005: 114–117, 122]. Traditionally it was assumed 
that Saami and Finnic are most closely related to each other (see, for in-
stance, [Sammallahti 1999]), but this view is frequently criticized in mod-
ern research. Aikio [2012b: 69] states that the relation between Saami and 
Finnic is verycomplicated due to a long-lasting areal convergence, to the 
point that the issue “remains so far unsolved, and perhaps insoluble”.

The views on when Proto-Finnic or its predecessor started to be spoken 
around the Baltic Sea vary widely [Aikio 2012b; Saarikivi, Grünthal 2005]. 
Most recently, Valter Lang [2015; 2016: 32–33] has suggested a new con-
vincing model for the split and dispersal of the Finnic branch. He suggested 
that the predecessor of Proto-Finnic has spread from the Volga region to the 
Daugava basin in the Baltic area and from there to its current speaking area 
in the Late Bronze Age. This idea places the early phases of Finnic more 
south and east than has often been assumed, perhaps bringing the speakers 
of Pre-Finnic to closer proximity to speakers of Iranian.

2.2. Taxonomy and prehistory of Indo-Iranian

The Proto-Indo-European language was probably spoken in the Pon-
tic steppes, and Proto-Indo-Iranian likely emerged near this area as well 

 2 A short remark should be made on terms Proto-Uralic and Proto-Finno-Ugric. I am 
not taking a stance on whether to reconstruct a Proto-Finno-Ugric intermediary stage 
after the Proto-Uralic one or not. The term Proto-Uralic is used in the paper for the re-
constructed proto-language which acquired the earliest Indo-Iranian loans, and also for 
the reconstruction stage preceding the characteristic, possibly common innovations 
of Finnic, Saami and Mordvin.
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[Mallory 1991; Parpola 2015: 35–50; Kallio 2006]. It can be assumed that 
after the Proto-Indo-European period, the linguistic ancestors of Indo-Irani-
ans, Armenians and the Greeks occupied the territory of the so-called Yam-
naya culture from ca. 3300–2500 BC. These three branches of Indo-Euro-
pean share numerous innovations, so they might go back to the same dialect 
of Indo-European [Martirosyan 2010]. According to Parpola [2015: 51–54], 
the Proto-Indo-Iranians lived in the so-called Catacomb Grave culture be-
tween Dnepr and Volga from 2500 BC onwards.

Proto-Indo-Iranian and Proto-Iranian obviously were geographically 
close enough to Proto-Uralic (or at least Proto-Finno-Ugric) for the contacts 
to occur. This is proven by a large number of early borrowings wide-spread 
in the Uralic languages (for example, PU *śata ‘hundred’ ← PII *ćatá- id., 
PU *asVra ‘lord’ ← PII *ásura- id.).

In the Uralic languages, even the oldest loanwords consist of several 
layers. The earliest Indo-Iranian loans were acquired from Pre-Indo-Ira-
nian, and later a large number of loans were acquired from Proto-Indo-Ira-
nian proper. After the split-up of Proto-Uralic, its daughter languages con-
tinued to be in contact with Iranian languages, which resulted in diff erent 
loanword layers in diff erent branches of Uralic. According to Koivulehto 
[1999a: 220–227; 2001b: 254–299], in the western part of the Uralic fam-
ily (corresponding to the traditional Finno-Permic affi  nity) there are loans 
which are clearly Proto-Iranian; also the Finnic languages include many 
such cases. The latest loans in Finnic are probably later than the Proto-Ira-
nian stage. They show some phonological innovations characteristic of Os-
setic and might therefore be from an early form of Alanian (for example, Fi 
varsa ‘foal’ ← Pre-Ossetic *warsa-, cf. Ossetic wyrs, urs; from PII *wr̥šan- 
[Koivulehto 1999a: 226–229].

Indo-Aryan origin has also been supposed for some Uralic and Finnic 
words, see [Parpola 1999; Koivulehto 1999a: 219–220, 231–233; Napol-
skikh 2014], but there is no conclusive evidence to postulate contacts between 
Uralic and Indo-Aryan. Koivulehto [2007: 254, footnote 4] dropped the idea 
of Indo-Aryan loans later. Helimski [1997] has also suggested that a part 
of Indo-Iranian loans in some Uralic languages could be derived from an un-
attested branch of Indo-Iranian, the so-called Andronovo Aryan. However, 
this idea has not received general acceptance, and anyway is not so much 
relevant for the study of loanwords in Finnic (see Zhivlov [2013] in sup-
port of Helimski’s hypothesis, and Napolskikh [2014: 84–85] for criticism).

The later, recorded history of Indo-Iranian languages in the Near East and 
Central and South Asia is well-documented and will not be presented here.
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3. Survey of the etymologies

I will further discuss all the etymologies presented in earlier research 
and assess their credibility (convincing/unconvincing/unclear). The ety-
mologies are taken mainly from the following sources: [Aikio 2014; 2015b; 
Blážek 1990; EES; Joki 1973; Koivulehto 1999a; 2000; 2001a; 2001b; 
2003 3; 2005; Parpola 1999; 2010; Rédei 1986; SSA; Uotila 1973], al-
though many of the etymologies stem originally from earlier works, such 
as [Munkácsi 1901] or [Jacobsohn 1922]. The etymologies presented 
by Katz [2003] will not be systematically discussed here, because the meth-
ods and results of Katz have been not widely accepted within the Uralic 
linguistics, cf. [Aikio, Kallio 2005] for a detailed criticism of Katz’s work. 
The default forms given here are (standard) Finnish if not mentioned 
otherwise.

3.1. Possible Pre-Indo-Iranian etymologies (Pre-II *e retained)

3.1.1. Herätä, heräjä- ‘to wake up’ (has cognates in all Finnic languages)

← Pre-II *Hdžer- > Av perf. ǰaγara ‘is awake’, OI medium jarase ‘he 
wakes up’ ([Cheung 2007] *Hgar- 4; [EWAIa I 574–575]; [LIV 245–246] 
s. v. *h1ger-)

([Koivulehto 1999a: 221, 2001b: 291])
Koivulehto assumes that in this very early borrowing the Indo-Ira-

nian *dž (which develops from PIE *g before palatal vowels) is substituted 
by Pre-Finnic *č. The Indo-Iranian root is probably inherited from Indo-Eu-
ropean (with cognate in Greek ἐγείρω ‘I wake up’ etc.), and semantically 
the loan etymology is convincing.

However, Koivulehto’s assumption that Finnic h can refl ect earlier *č 
is outdated by now. Aikio [2015a: 4–5] has convincingly shown that *č 
develops to t in all positions in Finnic, and earlier examples of the de-
velopment *č > h are falsely reconstructed. Thus, the Finnic word has 

 3 This work is an unpublished handout of a presentation, but the etymologies have 
been later published and commented in [EES] and [Häkkinen 2004].
 4 Cheung’s notation shows the retained *g- because in certain positions (before back 
vowels) the velar stop was regularly retained.
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to refl ect earlier *šerä-, if the word indeed goes back to an earlier stage 
than Proto- Finnic. If the etymology is correct, a substitution *š ← *dž has 
to be assumed. This is possible but unlikely, as the aff ricate *č would be the 
expected substitution. PII *dž was retained in both Proto-Iranian and Pro-
to-Indo-Aryan, so a later Iranian loan into Finnic is also unlikely, and the 
e-vocalism also makes this assumption impossible.

Furthermore, Junttila (manuscript) connects the verb herätä to the adjec-
tive herkkä ‘sensitive’ (= Estonian erk ‘watchful’). Also [EES] (s. v. erk) and 
already [SKES] connect the verb to Finnish herkkä and its cognates. This 
makes the background of the Finnic word more complicated. Junttila also 
mentions that the Finnic word has been borrowed from another Indo-Euro-
pean word, from a refl ex of the verbal root *ser- ‘to keep an eye on, to protect’ 
([LIV: 534] s. v. *ser-), although Junttila does not specify which Indo-Euro-
pean language would be the most suitable origin for the Finnic verb. LÄGLOS 
([I: 98–99], s. v. herätä) notes that earlier Koivulehto [1976] has suggested 
that an unattested Germanic refl ex of this Indo-European verbal root could be 
the origin of the Finnic word, but [LÄGLOS] fi nds this very unlikely. Accord-
ing to [LIV] the root *ser- is attested at least in Indo-Iranian (Av ni-šaŋharatū 
‘has to watch over’) and Greek (Homeric ὄρονται ‘watch over’, 3PL.MED, 
Mycenean o-ro-me-no ‘watching over’ 5) and possibly in Anatolian (Lydian 
sare͂ta- ‘protector’, kaτared- ‘keeps watch’). In an old (Proto-)Indo-European 
loan a substitution Uralic *š ← Indo-European *s might occur, as a similar 
substitution is known from various Germanic loans [LÄGLOS I: 98–99]. If 
the explanation revived by Junttila is accepted, the Indo-Iranian etymology 
can easily be rejected, although here one has to share the criticism by [LÄ-
GLOS]: it would certainly be preferable to be able to point out a convincing 
donor form from some daughter-language of Proto-Indo-European.

Etymology: unconvincing

3.1.2. Piimä ‘sour milk’, Est piim ‘milk’, also in Karelian 6, 
Ingrian, Votic < ? Pre-Fi *pejmä

← Pre-II *peyHmn̥- (> PII, PI *payHman-) ‘thick fl uid; milk’ > Av paēman- 
‘mother’s milk’; derived from the PIE root *peyH- ‘to be thick; to swell’ 
([EWAia II: 83–84; Garnier et al. 2017: 300]; [LIV: 464–465] s. v. *peyH-)

 5 According to Beekes [2010: 1095–1096], the Greek word is rather from PIE *wer-, al-
though he admits that the absence of the refl exes of ϝ- (< PIE *w-) in some forms is problematic.
 6 According to [SSA] and [EES], the Karelian word is probably borrowed from Finnish.
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([Munkácsi 1901: 263, 597; Joki 1973: 302]; [SSA II] s. v. piimä; [EES] 
s. v. piim; [UEW] s. v. *pije- [378] and *päδ’e- [359])

The idea of an Indo-Iranian origin of this Finnic word is old (stemming 
from Munkácsi), but its acceptance has varied over the years. Joki accepts 
the etymology with caution. The Indo-Iranian etymology of the Finnic word 
is also mentioned in a recent article by Garnier et al. [2017: 300]. [SSA] 
states that because of phonological reasons the Iranian loan etymology is 
less probable than borrowing from a hypothetical Baltic form *piyimas. 
The phonological reason is that Finnic ii would be easier to explain from 
hypothetical Baltic *iy than from Iranian *ay or earlier Indo-European *ey; 
this would be a cognate of the Iranian word, but this form is only hypotheti-
cal and not attested in Baltic (Lithuanian has a verb pýti ‘to get milk’ which 
is derived from the same Indo-European root ([LIV] s. v. *peyH-), and there 
is also Proto-Baltic noun *peinas ‘milk’ refl ected as pienas in Lithuanian 
and piens in Latvian, but no corresponding noun to Indo-Iranian *payHman- 
or *payHas- is found in Baltic). The idea stems from Larsson [1984: 129–
40], and this is supported also by EES, which notes also that the limited 
distribution of the word within Finnic points to the Baltic origin. Larsson 
also notes that the Avestan word paēman- refl ects earlier diphthong *oy, but 
this is not correct according to modern research; [Garnier et al. 2017] re-
construct the predecessor of the Iranian word as *peyHmn ̥-.

However, since Aikio [2014: 90–91] has convincingly argued that Finnic 
long ii can result from Pre-Finnic *ej, cf. also [Kallio 2018: 262–263], the 
(Indo-)Iranian etymology does not seem improbable; the word could be 
a borrowing from a Pre-Indo-Iranian form which still retained PIE *e: 
Pre-II *peyHmn̥- → Pre-Fi *pejmä > piimä. Junttila [2012: 275] in his survey 
of Baltic borrowings in Finnic casts doubt on the Baltic origin of this word 
because the exact Baltic source is unattested, so it seems that the Indo-Iranian 
etymology is clearly the best option. [EES]’s note that the word’s distribution 
is limited within the Finnic branch does not make Baltic origin more probable, 
as most of the Baltic loans also have a wide distribution, and the word is in any 
case attested in various Finnic languages on both sides of the gulf of Finland.

[SSA] also mentions that Mo E ṕ ed’ams, ṕ äd’ams, M ṕ ed’ams ‘to sieve; 
to milk a cow’ and Hu fej ‘to milk a cow’ have been considered cognates 
of this Finnic word in earlier research. If the Finnic word indeed refl ects *ej, 
the Hungarian word could be its cognate, as Hungarian ej could regularly 
refl ect PU *ej. However, according to [SSA], Finnic -ma would be a der-
ivational suffi  x in this case, and the Hungarian form would refl ect the un-
derived stem. This seems possible, but the Hungarian word could also be 
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an early parallel loan from another Indo-Iranian form derived from the same 
root, namely *payHas- ‘thick fl uid’ (> Av paiiah- ‘milk’, OI páyas- id.; 
cf. [EWAia II: 83–84; Garnier et al. 2017: 301–302]). The Hungarian word 
could also refl ect a later Middle Iranian form, where *a has developed to *ä. 
Róna-Tas [2017: 62–63] has recently called into question the Iranian etymol-
ogy of the Hungarian word because of word-class diff erences: the Hungarian 
word is a verb, whereas in Indo-Iranian, the word is only a noun, as a diff er-
ent root is used to denote ‘milking’. Even though no verb ‘to milk’ is derived 
from this root in (Indo-)Iranian, the Baltic verb pýti mentioned above shows 
this kind of development from the root originally meaning ‘to be thick, 
swollen’; a parallel semantic development for this root in some Iranian lan-
guage of the steppe is not impossible to imagine. The Indo-Iranian verbal 
root *payH- also has attested meanings related to milk, such as Vedic payate 

‘oozes with milk’ and Avestan pipiiušī- ‘bringing milk’, cited by [LIV], 
so the semantics of the Hungarian verb should not pose a problem for the et-
ymology. Phonologically, there are no diffi  culties in connecting the Hungar-
ian and Iranian words, and it is natural to suppose that fej is a loanword like 
many other words related to pastoralism and cattle terminology in Hungarian.

The Mordvin word is a more peculiar case: [UEW] reconstructs its pre-
decessor as *peδ’mä and suggests cautiously that it can be cognate to the 
Hungarian word. On the other hand, [UEW] also reconstructs *peje- (which 
would be *peji- in our reconstruction) as a possible predecessor of the Finnic 
and Hungarian forms. The Indo-Iranian origin is mentioned in both en-
tries of [UEW]. The Finnic word obviously cannot be derived from a form 
with *δ’. An Indo-Iranian origin for a PU form *peδ’mä would be diffi  cult 
to suppose. However, it is not at all clear that the Mordvin word refl ects this 
kind of proto-form. If Mordvin -d’a- is a suffi  x, it can be postulated that pe- 
refl ects earlier *pej-, and the -j- has been lost before the suffi  x. This seems 
to be the case in some other Mordvin words, such as PU *pexi- ‘boil’ > Mo 
pije- > pi-d’ems [Sammallahti 1988: 539], but the exact development of the 
Mordvin word needs more research.

Honti [2017: 95–97] has also criticized the Iranian etymology of the Hun-
garian word, but without providing any detailed arguments. In Honti’s view 
the Mordvin and Hungarian words can be cognates, but the Finnic word 
cannot be connected with the Hungarian one. Again, no details are given.

To sum up, it can be stated that the Indo-Iranian origin for the Finnic 
word looks plausible. The Mordvin and Hungarian words probably refl ect 
separate borrowings from Iranian.

Etymology: convincing
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3.1.3. Terni (stem terni-) ‘milk of a cow that has recently given birth,
colostrum’, also Est ternes, ternespiim, Votic terne, 
Lv ter-sēmd’a id. < ? PFi *terni

← ? Pre-II *teru-no-, PII *taruna- > OI tárun̩a- ‘young, fresh’ Av tau-
runa- ‘young; son’, Oss tæryn ‘son’ ([EWAia I: 632])

([Rédei 1986: 61]; [SSA] s. v. terni; [EES] s. v. ternes)
The Indo-Iranian etymology for the Finnic word is an old idea and it 

is mentioned as a possibility by both [SSA] and [EES]. However, the et-
ymology is not without its problems, and it has been criticized by Jacob-
sohn [1933: 138–139] already. Jacobsohn notes that it is unlikely that the 
Finnic disyllabic word could be derived from thrisyllabic Indo-Iranian *ta-
runa-. Also the form tárn̩a- is attested in Old Indic, but this is a later form 
that shows a Middle Indo-Aryan development, and it is impossible to de-
rive the Finnic word from this kind of form. One could perhaps assume that 
syncope has occurred in the Finnic side, which would be unlikely, or that 
the word has simply been borrowed as disyllabic.

According to [EWAia], cognates of the Indo-Iranian word are at-
tested in other Indo-European languages too (cf. Greek τέρην ‘soft, del-
icate’, τέρυ ‘weak, soft’ Latin tener ‘soft, delicate’, if metathesized, 
cf. [de Vaan 2008: 613]). [EWAia] considers the connection of táruṇa- and 
the adjective turá- ‘sick; tender’ possible. According to [EWAia], both 
could be derived from the PIE root *terh3- ‘to grind’, turá- refl ecting ear-
lier *tr̥h3ó-, cf. also [LIV: 634]. Theoretically the Finnic word could be 
a borrowing from some other archaic branch of Indo-European, although 
assuming a loan from some other branch of Indo-European would also not 
solve the phonological problems, and one has to note that the word does 
not appear in the branches such as Balto-Slavic or Germanic that have had 
most contact with Finnic, and the meaning ‘soft’ attested in other branches 
does not really fi t the meaning of the Finnic words. Regarding the vocalism, 
Finnic *e cannot result from PII *a, so it might be a substitute for Osset-
ic-type *æ but there are no parallel cases to such substitution. This would 
require more research, and the Ossetic word’s meaning is very far from the 
one found in Finnic. Finnic e could be easily derived from Pre-Indo-Ira-
nian *e, which would point to a very early borrowing.

Modern Finnic words refl ect diff erent forms. Finnish unaltering istem 
is likely a result of a secondary derivation, cf. *kota-j > koti ‘home’. Es-
tonian form probably continues PFi *terneš (the Estonian s here can be 
generalized from Sandhi forms, as it is not a regular refl ex of *š). It is 
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diffi  cult to judge what was the original stem-vowel in the Proto-Finnic 
or Pre-Finnic word.

[EES] also tentatively connects the noun to the verb terendama ‘shim-
mer’ (Fi terhentää), which has a possible but disputed Baltic etymology 
(from a hypothetical Baltic form *ster-, postulated on the basis of Latvian 
stars ‘ray’ [Vaba 1997b]; see [SSA] s. v. terhentää; [Junttila 2015: 183–184] 
for criticism). The etymological connection of *ternV and this verb does not 
look plausible because of semantic reasons.

Taking into account all the problems mentined above, the Indo-Iranian 
origin of the Finnic word cannot be considered as certain. The word is prob-
ably a loan, and many other Finnic terms connected to cattle breeding are 
Indo-Iranian loans (see piimä and tiine), so this word would also fi t well 
into this category of borrowings.

Etymology: unclear

3.1.4. Tiine, Ka tiineh ‘pregnant’, SEst tiinõh (cognates also in Veps, 
Ludic, Votic, Ingrian and Estonian) < PFi *tiineš < Pre-Fi *tejniš

← PIE/Pre-II *dheHinu- ‘pregnant (of animals)’ > OI dhenú- ‘cow, milk-
ing cow’, Av daēnu- ‘female animal’ ([EWAia I: 797])

([Kalima 1936: 169; Joki 1973: 329]; [SSA III] s. v. tiine; [EES] s. v. ti-
ine; [Aikio 2014: 90–91])

The Indo-Iranian etymology of the Finnic word stems from Kalima 
[1936: 169]; the possible Baltic origin (from Baltic *deini > Lith. dieni; 
from PIE *dheh1-in- [Derksen 2015: 127–8]) had been already suggested 
earlier by Lõo [1911: 86]. The possible relationship of the Finnic word 
to Mari tüž, tüjǝ̂ž ‘pregnant (animal)’ [TschWB: 846] is likewise an old 
idea. Both the Baltic *deini and Indo-Iranian *dhainu- are derived from 
the PIE root *dheh1- ‘to suck mother’s milk’ ([LIV: 138] s. v. dheh1-; [Gar-
nier et al. 2017: 296]). [SSA] considers both Baltic and Indo-Iranian ori-
gins for the Finnic word possible and is uncertain about the relationship 
with the Mari word. Joki rejects the Mari cognate and considers the Finnic 
word either a Baltic or Indo-Iranian loan. Interestingly, Joki tentatively con-
siders *tejni a possible preform of the Finnic word. Both the possible Bal-
tic and Indo-Iranian origins, as well as the possible relation to Mari tüž are 
also mentioned by [EES]. The Finnic and Mari words are not mentioned 
in the [UEW].

The uncertainty stems from the unclear background of Finnic ii. Re-
cently Aikio has convincingly shown that the suggested Mari cognate tüž, 
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tüjǝ̂ž ‘pregnant (animal)’ is regular because *ej > ii is a regular develop-
ment in Finnic (see above Section 3.1.3). Therefore, it is clear that even 
if this word is an Indo-Iranian loan, it was borrowed into an earlier pro-
to-language and is not part of the words restricted to Finnic only. The In-
do-Iranian origin is not at all straightforward, because the word can be 
also an earlier PIE loan, as it does not manifest the sound change *e > *a. 
The origins of the second syllable vowel and consonants are unclear — 
there are no examples of *š refl ecting the PII *s of the nominative endings. 
Aikio supports the obvious Indo-European origin of the Finno-Mari word, 
but leaves the exact donour language (Indo-Iranian or Baltic) open. This 
requires further study. Many other terms connected to cattle breeding and 
animal husbandry have been borrowed from Indo-Iranian, and this word 
would fi t well into that group of borrowings. On the other hand, if the word 
was a Baltic (or Balto-Slavic) loan, it would not have to be so extremely 
early borrowing, as *e would have been regularly retained there. Semanti-
cally the attested Baltic forms (Lith. dieni ‘with young’) are closer to the 
Finnic and Mari words than the Indo-Iranian words where the meanings 
relating to pregnancy are not attested.

It is interesting to note that Liukkonen [1999: 142–4], arguing for a Bal-
tic etymology of the word, had already proposed similar kind of explanation 
for the development of the Finnic long vowel, which Junttila [2012: 278] 
nevertheless rejected as impossible. Now it can be stated that Junttila’s re-
jection of Liukkonen’s explanation was too hasty, thanks to Aikio’s new 
groundbreaking studies. Also [SSA] mentions that the Indo-European ex-
planation can be correct if the Finnic word refl ects earlier *ej diphthong. 
However, the detailed explanation of the sound law *ej > ii is attributable 
to Aikio.

Etymology: unclear (certainly an Indo-European loan, but not neces-
sarily Indo-Iranian)

3.1.5. Verso, Est võrse ‘sprout’; verb versoa 
(also in Karelian) 7, Est võrsuma ‘to sprout’

← PII *varća- (? Pre-II *verćo-) > OI válṣá- ‘shoot, sprout, twig’, 
Av varǝsa- ‘hair, hair on the head’; or < ← PII *wr̥ćša- > OI vr̥kṣá- ‘tree’, 
varǝsa- ‘a plant’ ([EWAia II: 526–527; Lubotsky 2001: 313])

([Parpola 1999: 201]; [SSA] s. v. verso)

 7 The Karelian verb is possibly borrowed from Finnic ([EES] s. v. võrsuma).
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The semantic connection of the Indo-Iranian and Finnic words can 
hardly be a coincidence, and on the fi rst sight the etymology looks convinc-
ing. However, some phonological problems are involved.

The word is either a Pre-II loan where the Finnic initial syllable vowel 
refl ects *e of the donour language, or the root-internal e has to result 
from a substitute of Indo-Iranian syllabic *r̥ (= the vocalic allophone 
of the tremulant *r), which is refl ected in OI vr̥kṣá-, Av varǝsa- (there is 
no systematic study of the substitutions of syllabic resonants in Indo-Ira-
nian loanwords).

If the Finnic word refl ects Pre-II *e, this might be a proof for an early 
change *l > *r in Indo-Iranian, together with kekri. The Indo-Aryan word 
with l is probably secondary (see [Mayrhofer 2002] for a discussion of the 
Indo-Iranian sound-change *l > *r and the apparent exceptions). If the 
Finnic word is a borrowing from the zero-grade form, *er could be ex-
plained simply as a substitution of PII or PI *r̥, and there is no reason 
to consider this a Pre-II borrowing and the loanword could have been ac-
quired much later.

Kallio [2014: 160–161] has recently suggested that the the vowel corre-
spondence of Estonian õ and Finnish e continue Proto-Finnic *ë (> Est õ), 
meaning that Estonian õ is an archaism and not a late development as was 
often assumed in recent research. This word could be also reconstructed 
as *vërsV; phonetically the Proto-Finnic vowel *ë could be a plausible 
substitution for PII *a (or *r̥), but there are no known cases of inherited 
words (i.e., older than Proto-Finnic) which would feature this vowel, and 
this makes the idea of deriving this word from a very old stage of Indo-Ira-
nian problematic [Holopainen et al. 2017: 119].

The second syllable vowel also raises questions, since according to the 
mainstream view [Sammallahti 1988, 1999; Salminen 2002], *o became pos-
sible only in Proto-Finnic (this view has been recently challenged by Aikio 
[2015b: 37–39], who reconstructs *o-stems to Proto-Uralic). Also, words 
with a front-back vowel combination are usually not very old in Finnic, but 
if *o is a result of a derivational suffi  x here, this could explain the vowel 
combination. The stem-fi nal vowel in Estonian võrse points, however, not 
at -o but at a diff erent derivative with Proto-Finnic *ek or *eš.

Despite certain diffi  culties with vocalism, the etymology seems convinc-
ing enough. Semantically the etymology is plausible, especially because the 
Indo-Aryan forms match the meaning of the Finnic word well.

Etymology: convincing
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3.2. Etymologies with *a (< PII, PI *a)

3.2.1. Ahnas, ahne ‘greedy (for food)’ 
(cognates in all Finnic languages) < ? Pre-Fi aćnas

← PII *HaćHna- (or PI *HatsHna-) > OI aśna-s ‘gluttonous, hungry’, 
root OI aśi- ‘sich nähren/sättigen, zu sich nehmen, essen’ ([EWAia I: 136] 
s. v. ASI; [KEWA I: 60–61] s. v. aśnā́ti; [RIVELEX I: 595] s. v. áśna)

([Schindler 1963: 205; Koivulehto 1999a: 227]; [SSA] s. v. ahnas)
While the Indo-Iranian etymology is coherent, it is diffi  cult to deter-

mine the exact age of this borrowing. Aikio [2015b] has stated that the re-
fl exes of PU sibilants and aff ricates are hardly distinguishable in certain 
consonant clusters (cf. also the word *očra below), and this word does 
not have to be a specifi cally Iranian loan although Koivulehto assumes so. 
Furthermore, the Indo-Iranian root *HáćH- is poorly attested in Iranian 
[de Vaan 2000: 285].

The second syllable vowels and consonants of the Indo-Iranian loans 
have not been systematically studied. Here, *as seems to refl ect PII mascu-
line ending *as, which was probably still retained by the time of borrow-
ing. The word ahma ‘wolverine; greedy for food’ is probably a parallel loan, 
as it neatly matches the Old Indic form aśman- ‘eater’ (< PII *Haćman-). 
Interestingly, ahma has a regular cognate in Saami: SaN vuosmmis ‘eager, 
greedy for food’ [Holopainen 2018: 151–152]. Komi adžni̬ ‘to gulp down’, 
mentioned in [SSA] as a possible cognate of ahnas, in turn, cannot belong 
to this cognate set due to its irregular vocalism.

Etymology: convincing

3.2.2. Aisa ‘wagon shaft’, Veps (deriv.) aižaz id. 
(cognates in all Finnic languages)

← PII or PI *Hayša- > Av aēša- < PIE *h2/3oy(H)s- ([EWAia I: 208; 
Peters 1980: 95])

([Mayrhofer 1964: 185–186]; [SSA] s. v. aisa; [Peters 1980: 95; Koivu-
lehto 1991: 97–98, footnote 53]; [EES] s. v. ais)

Although references to the possible Indo-Iranian origin of the Finnic 
word can frequently be found in literature (for example, Peters [1980: 95] 
notes that the Finnic word is borrowed from either Baltic or Iranian, and 
[SSA] mentions the Indo-Iranian origin as one possible etymology for 
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the Finnic word), it is now universally accepted that the word is bor-
rowed from some other Indo-European language, most probably Baltic 
or Balto-Slavic ([Katz 1983: 118; Junttila 2016]; noted already by Lidén 
[1897: 60–63]). The Finnic word has to be dissociated from the words with 
a similar meaning in Mordvin (ažija) and Permic (Ud vaji̬ž, Ko vož), as is 
noted by Joki [1973: 253–254] already. This view is followed by [EES], 
but [SSA] is ambiguous about the relationship of the Finnic word and 
the Mordvin and Permic ones. The latter words can be true Indo-Iranian 
borrowings from PII or PI *(H)aiša- (> Av aēša- (dual) ‘(?) both parts 
of a pole’ 8; [EWAia I: 208]), although the irregular relationship of the 
Komi and Udmurt forms makes the reconstruction of a common Proto-Per-
mic forms diffi  cult and the etymology more complicated; however, this 
problem has to be solved elsewhere. In any case, the possible Indo-Ira-
nian origin of the Finnic word has to be rejected, as PII or PI *ayša (re-
constructed on the basis of the Avestan word) would have given **aiha 
in Finnic.

Junttila [2012: 280] has considered also the Baltic borrowing hypothe-
sis as dubious, because the cognate is actually missing from Baltic (it would 
be *aisā or *aisa according to Junttila), but later [Junttila 2016] has con-
sidered the word borrowed from a lost dialect of Balto-Slavic. Junttila 
[2016: 218–219] reconstructs the Baltic word diff erently from the ear-
lier research: as *ajes, corresponding to Slavic s-stem *oje, and he as-
sumes that the Finnic word is borrowed from the plural/collective *ajesā 
or a neuter form based on it (with regular contraction of e). Koivulehto 
[2001a: 362 footnote 3] has considered the Finnic word a possible loan 
from Slavic *oje(s) (see also the entry ojas below), but because the devel-
opment *ajesa > aisa the borrowing has to be early (this kind of develop-
ment had to take place in Middle Proto-Finnic, cf. [Kallio 2014]), it is more 
plausible to assume that the Finnic word is an earlier borrowing from Bal-
to-Slavic or some lost dialect of Baltic. As there are other specifi cally Pro-
to-Balto-Slavic borrowings in Finnic (see Section 3.3.3), aisa could well 
belong to the same layer of loanwords.

 8 The meaning of the scarcely attested Avestan word is uncertain, and also its ex-
act relationship to OI ī́ṣā- ‘shaft’ (<*h2i-Hs-a-) and its Indo-European cognates οἴηξ : 
οἴᾱξ ‘Griff  des Steuerruders, Steuerruder‘ and Hittite h̬išša- ‘shaft’ has remained un-
clear [Melchert 2000: 235; Höfl er 2017: 3, footnote 2]. For details on the etymology 
of the Hittite and Greek words, see Kloekhorst [2008: 403] s. v. GIShišša- (c.) and Beekes 
[2010: 1052] s. v. οἴαξ.
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Etymology: unconvincing (a borrowing in Finnic but not from Indo-Ira-
nian)

3.2.3. Aivan ‘whole, exact’ (also in Karelian, Ludic, Votic, Estonian)

← PII *aywa- > Av aēva ‘one, only, lonely, some, OI evá ‘so, just’ 
([EWAia I: 270] s. v. evá)

([Joki 1973: 247; SSA I: 19])
Phonetically the etymology is plausible, and there are no semantic prob-

lems either, if the meaning ‘so, just’ was present already in Proto-Indo-Ira-
nian. It has to be noted, however, that because of the large semantic scale 
of the Finnic word it is diffi  cult to reconstruct exact meaning which makes 
fi nding a loan etymology more diffi  cult. [SSA] also mentions a possible 
Germanic etymology: the Finnic word could be a borrowing from PG *ai-
wīna- (> Gothic aiweins ‘eternal’), PG *aiwan (> ON ey ‘always’). From 
the point of view of phonology, both sources are equally probable. The se-
mantics of the Indo-Iranian word seems to work out better, but from the 

“statistical” point of view a Germanic origin would be more plausible for 
a word that is attested only in Finnic. LÄGLOS [I: 18–19] accepts the Ger-
manic etymology.

In Finnish dialects and old written Finnish, there is also a word aiva, 
which is clearly connected to aivan. [LÄGLOS] refers to Hahmo [1988: 82], 
who considers the forms without -n back-formations.

Etymology: unclear (can also be from Germanic)

3.2.4. Apu ‘help’, auttaa, avittaa ‘to help’ Est abi 
(has cognates in all Finnic languages)

← PII (or PI) *HawHas- ‘help’, root *HawH- > Av auuah-, OI ávas- 
‘help’ ([EWAia I: 132, 134])

([Koivulehto 1999a: 228])
This word displays a high level of phonetic variability across cognate 

Finnic languages. The word apu is explained as a result of the “analogi-
cal strong grade” in Finnic according to Koivulehto (a phonetically regular 
form in modern Finnic languages would be *avV). Also a Germanic ety-
mology has been assumed for the Finnic word ([LÄGLOS I: 31] s. v. apu): 
PG *auja-/*awi- > ON auja ‘luck; divine help, shelter’, Goth awi-liudōn 
‘to thank’; according to [LÄGLOS] the meaning of Runic auja is uncer-
tain, but it is possible that it meant ‘help’. However, Koivulehto fi nds the 
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Germanic origin much less convincing on semantic grounds (no meaning 
‘help’ is certainly attested for this root in Germanic; also [LÄGLOS] notes 
that the meaning of Runic auja is uncertain). In spite of this [LÄGLOS] 
supports the Germanic etymology (Koivulehto’s Indo-Iranian etymology 
was not yet published at the time when the fi rst part of [LÄGLOS] was pub-
lished, so this possibility is not commented in the book). The second sylla-
ble u in some Finnic words is secondary.

Etymology: convincing (can also be a Germanic loan)

3.2.5. Hadas, hata, hatu ‘germ’, Adv. hataalla ‘to be embryonic’
(cognates in Karelian and Estonian) < Pre-Fi *šata-

← PI *dzaHta- a verbal adjective from the root *dzanH- ‘to be born, 
to grow’ (*zanH- in Cheung’s [2007] reconstruction) < PIE *ǵ enh1-

([Koivulehto 1999a: 225])
This word is cited among Koivulehto’s Proto-Iranian etymologies. Ac-

cording to his “palatal criterion” (see [1999a: 219–220] and [2001b: 252–
253]), the Proto-Iranian loanwords can be recognized by the substitution 
of PI *ts and *dz  9 as aff ricate *č in Uralic. Kallio (personal communi-
cation) has argued that the substitution in the word-initial position was 
PI *ts, *dz > PU *š, because the Finnic h can only result from *š, not *č, 
according to current understanding of Uralic historical phonology (as noted 
above, [Aikio 2015a: 4–5] has shown that the alleged Uralic examples 
of the development *č > h in Finnic can be explained otherwise). If the 
substitution is accepted, the etymology itself is unproblematic, although 
also a Germanic etymology for this word has been suggested (see below). 
There are other words manifesting the same substitution which have cog-
nates in Mordvin or Saami, so it is unlikely that this word was a separate 
borrowing to pre-Finnic. Probably, its cognates in Mordvin and Saami 
have simply disappeared (many old agricultural terms have disappeared 
from Saami because of its geographical location, and this word might have 
been one of them).

LÄGLOS ([I: 84–85] s. v. hata) cautiously supports a Germanic etymol-
ogy for the Finnic word family: the Finnic word could have been borrowed 
from North-West Germanic PG *sāda- (< PG *sēda-) ‘sowing, seeding’, 
(cf. ON sað) or *sādi-z (< PG *sēdi-z) ‘sowing, seeding’ or alternatively from 

 9 They are refl exes of PIE *ḱ  and *ǵ  according to many, but not all Iranists: see 
Mayrhofer [1989: 6], Windfuhr [2009: 21].
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PG *hazda-z ‘hair on the head’ (cf. ON haddr; [LÄGLOS] notes that Finnic 
t would be diffi  cult to explain from this latter form). [LÄGLOS] is also 
critical of the relationship between the adverb hataalla and the noun hata.

Both the Germanic (← *sēda) and the Iranian etymology for the Finnic 
word are convincing, so it is diffi  cult to decide which one is more plausible.

Etymology: convincing

3.2.6. *Iha ‘life force, joy’, Fi ihana ‘wonderful; (dial.) healthy, 
blooming’, dial. and Karelian ihala ‘dear’, ihastua ‘to fall in love; 
(dial.) to bloom, to revive’ < Pre-Fi *iša ([SSA I] s. v. iha)

←PII or PI *(H)iš- > Av īš- ‘force’, OI iṣ- ‘drunk; refreshment; life force’ 
< PIE *h2eys- ([EWAia I: 98, 271])

([Tunkelo 1913: 99–100; Koivulehto 2001a: 367–368; Rin-
tala 2003: 306–308])

According to Koivulehto, there are two homonymous words iha in Finnic 
languages, which have diff erent etymologies (iha discussed here appears 
in Finnish and Karelian, see below for the other word). [SSA] considers 
both of them as one word, and so does [EES], but Rintala [2003] in her com-
prehensive study of the Finnic iha words accepts Koivulehto’s conclusions. 
Koivulehto reconstructs the meaning of this *iha word as ‘life force, joy’. 
The borrowing from a form *Hiš- looks plausible, and also all the seman-
tic variants of the Finnic word can be derived from this. The Finnic h (< *š) 
refl ects either PII or PI *š, a result of the so-called RUKI change (= s be-
comes *š after r, u/w, i/y and k; [Mayrhofer 1989: 8]).

Rintala has also assumed that ihana could be a separate borrowing from 
an unattested Indo-Iranian adjective derived *išana from the root īš, because 
it would be diffi  cult to explain the exact derivational process of the Finnic 
adjective from *iha. As there is no trace of an Indo-Iranian adjective of the 
type *išana, this explanation has to be rejected as too speculative, even if 
Rintala is right about the diffi  culties conserning the history of the Finnic 
adjective ihana.

Rintala [2003: 296–297] also mention that Moksha Mordvin ežǝ̂lgǝ̂dǝ̂ms, 
ožǝ̂lgǝ̂dǝ̂ms ‘to rejoice’ has been connected etymologically with the Finnic 
word in earlier research, but the relationship is uncertain because of the 
phonological irregularity. Further research can show whether the Mordvin 
word could be a separate borrowing from the Iranian root mentioned above.

Etymology: unconvincing (not a separate borrowing from Iranian, but 
related to Estonian iha)
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3.2.7. Est iha ‘yearning, passion (Vorlangen, Begierde)’, Finnish 
ihastua ‘take a fancy to something, be overjoyed with something’

← ? PII *Histsā- < PII *Hisćā-, cf. OI icchā- id.; root eṣ- ‘suchen; wün-
schen, begehren’, Praes icchá- < PII *Hayš or *HayšH 10 < PIE *h2eys(H); 
OI root-noun iṣ- ‘Labung, Kraft, Opfergruss’ < PII *Hiš ([EWAia I: 270–
271] s. v. EṢ1; [Cheung 2007: 158])

([Tunkelo 1913: 99–100; Koivulehto 2001a: 365–366; Rintala 2003: 
306–308])

Koivulehto argues that the word is etymologically diff erent from the 
North Finnic *iha, and is also borrowed from a diff erent source. [EES] ac-
cepts the etymology, and considers this iha word the same as the one men-
tioned above (also [SSA] considers the two words one, see above).

Koivulehto assumes that this particular word family is borrowed from 
PI *istsā (= OI icchā́) as Pre-Finnic *iča. However, iha can only result from 
earlier *iša, not *iča. On the other hand, it is unlikely that PI *sts in word-in-
ternal position would result in Pre-Finnic *š or *č. Because of this phono-
logical diffi  culty, it is more likely to consider the Finnic iha with various 
meanings as one word and not two, although the semantic diff erences be-
tween the various derivations of the iha word are admittedly large. [SMS] 
gives only one headword iha ‘lust; wish’.

Etymology: the Indo-Iranian etymology is convincing, but the word is 
identical with the other iha word

3.2.8. Ihta (dial., obsolete) ‘lust, eagerness’, ihan, 
dial. ihran, ihlan (< *ihtan) ‘just, quite’

← PII/PI *Hišta-, cf. OI iṣta- ‘wished, desired’ ([EWAia I: 270–271] 
s. v. EṢ1; [Cheung 2007: 158])

([Koivulehto 2001a: 366–367; Rintala 2003: 396–308])
According to Koivulehto, this Finnic word refl ects an Indo-Iranian par-

ticiple (= verbal adjective) form *Hišta-. The etymology is plausible, al-
though the Finnic word is a simple noun. It is, however, strange that the 
word is present only in Finnish (and in no other Finnic language). Because 
of the cluster ht, the word cannot be a regular derivation of the Indo-Iranian 
loanword iha (of which see above), but it is more probable that it is a sep-
arate borrowing like Koivulehto assumes.

Etymology: convincing

 10 About the possible seṭ root, see [RIVELEX] s. v. with references.
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3.2.9. Est isu ‘appetite’ (PFi *iso ‘hungry, greedy’); 
in Ingrian, Finnish attested in the verb isota

← Iranian *(H)isa-‘to seek, to pursue, to want’, cf. Av isǝmna- ‘seek-
ing’, isaite ‘he/she pursues’, cf. OI iccháti ‘seeks, wishes’ < PII *Hišśća, 
root *Hiš ([EWAia I: 270–271])

([Koivulehto 2001a: 359–362])
If this etymology is correct, it is among the latest possible Iranian loan-

words in Finnic because *s in the Avestan word refl ects PIE *sk or *sḱ  
(> PII *ść, see [Kobayashi 2004: 67–74]), and if the word was Proto-Ira-
nian or older, we would expect a diff erent substitution here (in Proto-Ira-
nian the word was probably *istsa-, and this would have likely resulted 
in Pre-Finnic *iča, not *isa). Therefore, the word can belong to the same 
loanword layer as other relatively late loans like vasa and varsa [Koivu-
lehto 1999a: 226–227]. The Iranian donour form is etymologically related 
to the original of iha (see Section 3.2.7 above).

Semantically, the Iranian and Finnic words match well. There is no al-
ternative etymology for this Finnic word, so the Iranian loan hypothesis is 
a reasonable option. All of the attested Finnic words point to second-sylla-
ble *o in Proto-Finnic already, the origin of which remains unexplained. It 
can result from a later derivation; however, Aikio [2015b: 37–39] suggested 
that *o would have been possible in the second syllable already in Proto-Uralic, 
contrary to this general view. As noted by [Holopainen et al. 2017: 117], 
there is no explanation to why the Iranian a was substituted by o in this 
word, but in spite of this the etymology can be considered as convincing.

Etymology: convincing

3.2.10. Isäntä ‘master’ (cognates in all Finnic languages)

← PII (or PI) *(H)ićāna- > OI ī́śāna- ‘ruling, dominating’ (medium 
present participle from the verb ī́š- ; [EWAia I: 207]), Av isāna ‘ruling over 
something’

([Tunkelo 1913; Koivulehto 2001a: 372–371])
Koivulehto attempts to prove isäntä as an Iranian borrowing and not 

a derivation of Finnic isä (< PU *ićä, which in itself is a PII borrowing 
from *(H)ić- ‘master, lord’ according to him). This idea is based on an earlier 
etymology by Tunkelo (see below). Koivulehto considers *isänä as the orig-
inal Finnic form, and isäntä would be secondary. He presents other words 
with n ~ nt variation, such as sarana ~ saranta ‘Türangel’, sarvena ~ sarventa 
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‘Hüftbuckel’. Emäntä ‘mistress’ would have been analogically formed from 
emä ‘mother’. However, the problem is that the word isäntä manifests 
no n ~ nt variation, so it is dubious to suppose **isänä as an original form.

Koivulehto mentions that Tunkelo [1913: 115–118] had already sug-
gested an Iranian origin for this Finnic word. However, the postulated origin 
would have been an active present participle *isant- ‘besitzend’ < PII *ićant, 
which is unattested in Indo-Iranian languages.

It seems diffi  cult to determine whether this word is a real derivation 
or an Indo-Iranian loan. Historical derivational processes are not well-stud-
ied in Uralic etymology. Therefore, we do not know the processes leading 
from isä to isäntä or emä to emäntä well enough to choose between the 
competing etymologies.

Etymology: uncertain

3.2.11. Jäädä, jää ‘to stay, remain’ (cognates in all Finnic languages)

← Pre-II *ǵeǵheH-, root *ǵ heH-, > OI jáhāti ‘leaves, rejects’, root hā- 
([EWAia II: 813–814] s. v. HĀ)

([Koivulehto 1999a: 218–219])
This etymology is almost certainly incorrect. First of all, there are hardly 

any convincing examples of the substitution *ǵ h → *j. If Proto-Indo-Euro-
pean *ǵ h was still retained in the language from which the word was sup-
posedly borrowed, there is nothing that would make it Indo-Iranian (note 
that Koivulehto’s “Pre-Indo-Iranian” reconstruction *ǵ eǵ he is impossible, 
as Grasmann’s law — the desapiration of the fi rst aspirated stop in a word 
that contains too aspirated stops — could not have operated this early). 
A possible parallel case is PU *aja- ‘to drive’ (> Fi ajaa etc.), a loan from 
PIE *h2aǵ - ‘to drive’.

The vowel substitution is also unexpected, as Koivulehto remarks 
himself: Koivulehto assumes that *je was impossible in early Uralic, and 
that this is the reason why the word was borrowed as *jä-; however, re-
cent research has shown that *je- was in fact possible (see, for example, 
[Aikio 2015a]).

Etymology: unconvincing

3.2.12. Marras : marta- ‘dead’ (cognates in Karelian and Estonian)

← PII/PI *marta- ‘dead’ > OI márta- ‘mortal, human’ (< ? PIE *morto-) 
([EWAia II: 318–319, 327]) or
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← PII/PI *mr̥ta- > OI mr̥tá- ‘dead’, verbal adjective from the root mar- 
‘to die’ ([EWAia II: 318–319, 327])

([Mikkola 1902: 72; Joki 1973: 280–281; Katz 1983: 174–177; Koivu-
lehto 1999a: 228–229]; [SSA] s. v. marras)

This is a traditionally well-accepted etymology, although there is no con-
sensus on the exact Indo-Iranian donour word of the Finnic word. Koivu-
lehto supports the noun *marta-s as the original, whereas [SSA] mentions 
only the zero-grade verbal adjective *mr̥ta-. In either case, the explanation 
is plausible both phonologically and semantically. *martas is derived from 
the Indo-Iranian root *mar- (< PIE *mer-) which means ‘to die’.

A parallel borrowing from the same source (probably from a zero-grade 
form *mr̥ta- ‘dead’ < PIE *mr̥to- 11) is PU *mertä > Mo miŕd’e, Ko mort, 
Ud murt ‘man’ [Koivulehto 1999: 228–229]. The Finnic word could also 
be a separate loan from this -to- verbal adjective (with a diff erent substitu-
tion of syllabic *r̥), but it is diffi  cult to prove this. Both *martas and *mr̥-
tas could equally well result in Finnic *martas. Also semantically both 
forms are suitable. In any case, the Indo-Iranian origin of the Finnic word 
is obvious.

Häkkinen [2009: 23–24] has erroneously considered Finnic *martas and 
Mordvin miŕd’e cognates (Häkkinen attempts to establish a group of words 
in which Finnic a corresponds to Mordvin i, but all the examples can be ex-
plained otherwise; see the entry vasara below), and parallel borrowings is 
the only possibility to explain the relationsip of these words.

Etymology: convincing

3.2.13. Niska ‘neck’ (cognates in Ka, Lu ńišk[e], Ve nišk, Vo, Lv)

← PIA (?) *niška- > OI niṣká- ‘a golden ornament for the neck’ 
([EWAia II: 48])

([Blážek 1990: 41; Parpola 2005: 47])
This etymology has been suggested separately by Blážek and Parpola. 

The etymology is one of the weakest in this group. The etymology manifests 

 11 Koivulehto notes that there is no need to suppose a Pre-II *mérto- as the pre-form 
of the substantive *márta- to explain the origin of PU *mertä (from which the Mordvin 
and Permic words); EWAia [II: 327] refers to Katz [1983b], where this kind of expla-
nation is found (cf. also now [Katz 2003: 123]). The PII form *márta- probably refl ects 
PIE o-grade noun that is attested in Greek μορτός, μόρτος [Beekes 2010: 242–243, 969], 
and thus the zero-grade *mr̥ta- is the most probable origin for Uralic *mertä.
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both semantic and phonological problems. First of all, the Finnic word 
should refl ect the Indo-Iranian RUKI change *s > *š, and this would result 
in a Finnic word like **nihka. Parpola [2005: 47, footnote 313] also notes 
that Jorma Koivulehto has rejected the etymology in personal communica-
tion because of this phonological problem. The sibilant š in Veps and Lu-
dic has to be secondary from earlier *s.

Also the semantic development is not straightforward. While names for 
body-parts can be borrowed (cf. Finnic *kakla ‘neck’ < Baltic *kakla), this 
word would suggest a word meaning ‘necklace’ to be borrowed fi rst, and 
a later metonymical change of the meaning into ‘neck’. Blážek suggests 
that ‘neck’ might have been the original meaning of the Indo-Aryan word, 
which is hard to prove. EWAia [II: 48] considers the background of the In-
do-Aryan word unclear. Since the word does not have cognates even in Ira-
nian, it is dubious whether this is an Indo-Iranian word at all, or whether 
the Indo-Aryan word is a loanword from some unknown source. It is best 
to reject the etymology altogether.

Etymology: unconvincing

3.2.14. Ohra ‘barley’, dial. otra, Karelian osra 
(has cognates in all Finnic languages) < PFi *ocra

← PI *(H)atsra- or PII *(H)aćra- ‘sharp’, from root *(H)ać- ‘sharp’, 
cf. OI aśra- id. < PIE *h2eḱ - ‘to be/become/make sharp’ ([LIV: 261])

([Kallio 2012: 231, footnote 9])
A Proto-Baltic origin *aštra- has been suggested for this word ([SSA II] 

s. v. ohra), but Kallio [2012] considers the word Iranian because of phono-
tactic reasons. A cluster *str would be impossible or at least atypical in Pro-
to-Finnic, and Iranian *atsra- would yield *ocra in Finnic, a more pausi-
ble form for Proto-Finnic reconstruction. However, since the development 
of consonant clusters is poorly known, the dating of the borrowing is diffi  -
cult. This and the other words reconstructed with *cr have a lot of variabil-
ity in diff erent Finnic languages. It is unlikely that the cluster *ćr existed 
in Pre-Finnic, so this word could also be a loan from PII *aćra-.

If the loanword is indeed Iranian, it shows that the substitu-
tion *o ← *a was used in both later Iranian and earlier Proto-Indo-Iranian 
loans (for the examples of Proto-Indo-Iranian loanwords manifesting this 
substitution, see [Koivulehto 1999a]).

Etymology: convincing
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3.2.15. Est oide ‘grass root’, dial. õidad, uit 
(no cognates in other Finnic languages)

← PII *waida- > OI vedá- ‘a bunch of grass’ ([EWAia II: 581]) or
← PII/PI *waita- > OI vetása- ‘Calamus Rotang or a similar cane’, 

Av vaēiti- ‘willow’, Oss wīdag, wedagæ ‘root’ ([EWAia II: 578–579])
([Blážek 1990: 41])
This word is attested only in Estonian and is rare also there (the word is 

not found in [EES]), which makes its old age unlikely. The vowel relations 
between the various Estonian dialects are irregular, which further makes it 
diffi  cult to assume that the word is old. Although there is no good competing 
etymology for this Estonian word, the Indo-Iranian etymologies supposed 
by Blážek do not seem convincing. The fi rst Indo-Aryan word is of unclear 
background according to [EWAia], and it is methodologically suspicious 
to assume that these isolated words in Estonian and Sanskrit would be et-
ymologically connected, especially because it is impossible to reconstruct 
a regular Proto-Finnic predecessor for the Estonian word.

The other Indo-Aryan word (vetásaḥ) has also cognates in Iranian and 
it goes back to PIE *wey(H)-t- (from the root *wey(H)- ‘to bind, to twist’), 
which is refl ected also by Germanic words for willow, such as German 
Weide ‘willow’, Old High German wīda and Old Norse víðir ([EWAia]; 
[Kluge 2012] s. v. Weide). The more credible Indo-European etymology 
of this Indo-Aryan word means that the word existed in Proto-Indo-Iranian 
already, and assuming that this word was borrowed into some early form 
of Finnic is less troubling. However, because of the phonological diffi  cul-
ties mentioned above, this explanation is also unlikely. Note that the Ger-
manic words refl ect zero-grade forms of the IE root (PG *wīþja/ō, *wīþig), 
making also a loanword from Germanic to Finnic unlikely (the Germanic 
words are also semantically rather far from the Estonian word).

Etymology: unconvincing

3.2.16. Oja, ojas ‘shaft of plough’ (cognates in Ludic and Veps)

← PII ? ([SSA II] s. v. ojas gives a PII reconstruction *ojas, which is 
impossible)

This Finnic word is probably of Indo-European origin, but more likely 
not from Indo-Iranian. The reconstructed Proto-Indo-Iranian form *ojas 
given by [SSA] is impossible: to begin with, there was no *o in PII, and this 
reconstructed sstem is also formally incorrect and cannot be the preform 
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of OI ī́ṣā- nor Av aēša-; the attested Indo-Aryan form mentioned by SSA, 
OI ī́ṣā- ‘shaft’, is the same that is treated in connection with aisa above. 
The reconstruction of the Indo-European word is known to be diffi  cult: the 
Indo-Iranian word has cognates in Anatolian (Hittite hišša-) and Slavic 
(see below). Höfl er [2017] has recently discussed this Indo-European word 
in detail. However, regardless of the exact relationship of the Indo-Euro-
pean words, the precursor of the Indo-Iranian forms cannot be the source 
of the Finnic word.

[SSA] also mentions the Slavic word *oje ‘shaft’ (which is a cog-
nate of the Indo-Iranian word and actually refl ects the form reconstructed 
by [SSA]: more precisely the Indo-European predecessor of the Slavic 
word can be reconstructed as *h3eyH-e/os- [Peters 1980: 95]), and it seems 
plausible to consider the Finnic word as a Slavic borrowing. Koivulehto 
[2001a: 362, footnote 3] has also suggested that Finnic aisa could be a bor-
rowing from this same Slavic source (however, he also considers the sub-
stitution of Slavic *o by *a as problematic). If aisa is a Baltic or earlier 
Balto-Slavic loan, ojas could easily refl ect the Slavic cognate of the word. 
According to [SSA], a Russian etymology has been presented for the word 
earlier, but no details are given. The word is rare in modern Russian, but 
it is attested in dialects. Because of the limited distribution of the word 
in Northern Finnic, it seems probable that we are dealing with a relatively 
late Slavic (Russian) borrowing.

Etymology: unconvincing (not Indo-Iranian)

3.2.17. Karelian, Veps ola ‘fl int’

← ? PII *al-, cf. OI aṣṭhīlā (? *al-s-thī-) ‘ball, round stone, flint’ 
([EWAia III: 19])

([Vilkuna 1933: 160–162; Joki 1973: 294]; [SSA] s. v. ola)
As mentioned by [SSA], this Finnic word has been also connected with 

Baltic (from Proto-Baltic *ōla, cf. Latvian uola ‘a small stone; egg’), and 
this origin seems more probable. Indo-Iranian loan etymology is unlikely 
and lacking enough substance for comparison. EWAia [III: 19] only briefl y 
mentions the word aṣṭhīlā, the background of which is considered unclear. 
Lidén [1897: 83–85] assumed that the Sanskrit word is an old compound/
derivation from *alsthī-, and the fi rst syllable would correspond to Bal-
tic *ōla. This explanation is not mentioned by [EWAia], but in [KEWA] 
Mayrhofer considered Liden’s explanation unlikely, as is cited by Joki 
[1973: 294].
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According to Grünthal [2012: 312–313], Mordvin al ‘egg’ is also a loan 
from the same Baltic word. According to Grünthal, the Baltic word could 
have been borrowed already into a common proto-language of Finnic and 
Mordvin, but this is unlikely due to the irregular relationship of the two 
words. The Mordvin word could refl ect earlier *a–a, *i̬–i̬ or *i̬–a stem, 
whereas the Finnic word can only refl ecft earlier *o–a. The Baltic origin 
of the Mordvin word needs more detailed research. Kildin Saami vue´ll is 
probably borrowed from Karelian, as [SSA] suggests.

Regarding the etymology of the Baltic donour word, it is interesting that 
Derksen [2015: 481] does not provide any Indo-European cognates for the 
Baltic word, and seems to doubt even the Proto-Baltic origin of the Lithu-
anian and Latvian words. The borrowing of the word from Baltic to Finnic 
and Mordvin would, of course, support its presumed existence in Proto-Bal-
tic, if the Uralic and Baltic words are not parallel borrowings from a third 
unknown source.

Etymology: unconvincing

3.2.18. Paksu ‘thick’
(has cognates in Karelian, Veps, Ludic, Votic, Estonian)

← PI *badzu- > Av bǝzuuant-, OI báhu- ‘thick, large’ ([EWAia II: 220–
221])

([Koivulehto 1999a: 220–221; 2001b: 251])
This etymology is one of the few cases in which Koivulehto assumes 

a substitution *dz → *ks. This presumed sound substitution has its prob-
lems, as it is supported by very few etymologies only, and some of these 
etymologies are problematic. However, this particular etymology seems 
correct, in spite of these questions about the substitution pattern. The se-
mantic correlation is almost exact, and even the Finnic -u seems to refl ect 
the second-syllable -u of the Iranian word. Usually Finnic second-syllable 
labial vowels are considered late (of the Proto-Finnic stage). If the substi-
tution *u > *u is correct, it would mean that the second-syllable *u was 
possible already at the time of the contacts with Proto-Iranian. However, 
since there are no other cases of such substitution, the question of the age 
of *u has to be left for further research (see [Holopainen et al. 2017] for 
some more detailed considerations on the development of *u in non-ini-
tial syllables).

Etymology: convincing
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3.2.19. Peijas, peijaiset ‘a drinking feast, funeral’, 
Karelian peijahat, peijahaiset ‘feast in honour of a killed bear’, 
Estonian peied ‘funeral’, Livonian peijed id. < PFi *peijas

← ? Pre-II *paHiya- > PII *paHiya- ‘drink’ > OI -pāyya 12, -peya ‘drink’, 
in compounds: pū̒rva-pā̒ya ‘fi rst drink’ ([EWAia II: 113] s. v. PĀ)

([Koivulehto 2005: 329–332])
Koivulehto’s etymology is plausible. Semantically the attested Indic 

words match the meaning of the Finnic words well, as the general meaning 
of feasting can easily be derived from a ‘drinking feast’. There are some 
intriguing questions about vowel substitution though; Koivulehto consid-
ers the word as a loan from PII proper, and the Finnic -ei- would refl ect the 

“sporadic” sound change *ai > *ei which has happened in a number of Finnic 
words. However, here Koivulehto is on the wrong track, as he fails to see 
that this change is not Proto-Finnic, but aff ects only certain Finnic lan-
guages, viz. every language except for Livonian and South Estonian. Kal-
lio [2014: 159–160] has considered this sound change a “Gulf of Finland 
Finnic” innovation, meaning that this change happened in the predecessor 
of all the Finnic languages other than South Estonian and Livonian, which 
had already branched off  at this point. Kallio (p. c.) further remarks that be-
cause the change was more precisely *ai_a > *ei_ä, the expected outcome 
would be *peijäs, not *peijas.

It is thus clear that because this word is found also in Livonian, the ei 
diphthong has to be original, not the result of the sound change described 
above. This means that the word could not be borrowed from Indo-Iranian 
proper, but it has to be either a Pre-Indo-Iranian loan or borrowing from 
a cognate of the Indic words in some other Indo-European language. Koivu-
lehto notes that Ritter had already before him considered the Finnic word 
a borrowing from a hypothetical Baltic form *pa(i)yas, but Koivulehto re-
jects this explanation because this kind of formation is not attested in Bal-
tic. It seems that the Indo-Iranian etymology is clearly the best option, al-
though this means that the borrowing has to be very early. Another option 
is to consider the Livonian word borrowed from Estonian, which has regu-
larly been aff ected by the sound change *ai > *ei.

Etymology: convincing

 12 Koivulehto notes that the Sanskrit form with long ā is probably secondary and in-
fl uenced by the long vowel of the verb pāti ‘to drink’.
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3.2.20. Perna ‘spleen’, Est põrn and regular cognates 
in all the other Finnic languages < PFi *pe̬rna

← PI *spr̥dzna- > Av spǝrǝzn-, spǝrǝna- ‘spleen’ (cf. OI plī́han- id.) 
([EWAia II: 196–197] s. v. plī́han-)

([Koivulehto 2003]; [EES] s. v. põrn)
This is one of Koivulehto’s etymologies which have not been published 

in print, but this etymology can be found in [EES]. There is no other con-
vincing etymology for this Finnic word: Liukkonen [1999: 104–105] has 
attempted to derive the word from Baltic *spernā ‘wing’, but this is uncon-
vincing because of the semantics. Semantically Koivulehto’s explanation 
is obviously convincing. Problems with phonology occur mainly because 
of the õ in the southern Finnic languages: as noted above in the case of verso, 
the vowel correspondence Fi e – Est õ derives from PFi e̬.

The precise reconstruction of the Indo-Iranian word is unclear because 
of the long ī in Indo-Aryan, but the Avestan word regularly refl ects ear-
lier *spr̥zna- (<*spr̥dzna-). According to [EWAia] the word has a secure In-
do-European etymology, as Latin liēn, Greek σπλην and Slavic (Serbo-Cro-
atian) slĕzena, all with the similar meaning ‘spleen’. However, Beekes 
[2010: 1384–1385] states that no common proto-form for the words in var-
ious Indo-European branches can be reconstructed. The l in Indo-Aryan 
words is probably secondary.

Etymology: convincing

3.2.21. Sammas : sampa-, Vo sammaz, Est sammas, 
arch. sambas < PFi *sampas ‘pillar’

← PII *stambhas ‘pillar’ > OI stambha- ‘pole, pillar’, from the root 
stambh- ‘befestigen, stützen’ < PIE *stembhH- ([EWAia II: 753–754])

([Kalima 1933: 128; Uotila 1973: 7; Koivulehto 1999a: 230]; [SSA] 
s. v. sammas; [Parpola 2006])

The etymology is convincing, *st > *s is a plausible substitution 
which has parallels in other early Indo-European loans in Finnic [Junt-
tila 2015: 171]. Uotila has also suggested a diff erent Indo-Iranian etymol-
ogy, *śamba- ‘Stange, Keule etc.’, but it is no more convincing than the 
earlier one. Phonologically both suggested Indo-Iranian forms are suit-
able origins for the Finnic word, but the formation *śamba- is attested only 
in Indo-Aryan and does not have a solid Indo-Iranian etymology, although 
it probably is derived from Indo-Iranian root *śam- ([EWAia II: 612–613] 
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s. v. śamba-, śamyā-). The Indo-European root *stembhH- is refl ected also 
in the Iranian branch (Av staβra- ‘strong, solid’, MP stabr ‘strong, big’), 
although a noun correspinding to OI stambha- is not found there. Phono-
logically there is nothing to force us to think that the word is borrowed into 
Pre-Finnic from Proto-Indo-Iranian already, but its non-attestation in Ira-
nian could point to this kind of conclusion.

Nuutinen ([1987: 55–56]) and following him Koivulehto [1999b] have 
also considered Baltic *stamba- (> Lithuanian stamba ‘stem of a plant’) 
as the source of the Finnic word; in particular, Koivulehto argued that the 
Baltic word could have had a more general meaning in the prehistoric past. 
This is possible, but it does not make it preferable to the Indo-Iranian et-
ymology. Later Koivulehto [1999a: 230] himself has also considered the 
Finnic word as a Baltic borrowing.

The word sampo ‘a mythological mill in Finnish folklore’ is a derivation 
from sammas according to [SSA]. SaN cuobbo ‘frog’ has been connected 
to this Finnic word, but the resemblance is probably accidental (viz. [Hol-
opainen 2018: 142–146]).

Etymology: convincing

3.2.22. Sammua ‘to be extinguished’ 
(also in Karelian, Lydic, Veps, Votic)

← *ćamH- > OI śam- ‘to be calm, to be exhausted, to be extinguished’ 
([EWAia II: 610–611])

([Parpola 2010: 313])
Parpola’s etymology is plausible, as both the semantics and the pho-

nological correlations are satisfactory. However, according to [Koivule-
hto, Kallio 2016] the Finnic word could also be derived from Proto-Ger-
manic *stammian- ‘to stop, staunch, stem’. Koivulehto and Kallio also 
remark that Parpola’s etymology is likewise credible, but because of the 
distribution in only Finnic, the Germanic origin would be more likely. Nev-
ertheless, some other convincing Indo-Iranian etymologies involve a sim-
ilar sound substitution, and because also the semantics fi ts perfectly, there 
is no compelling need to reject the Indo-Iranian loan etymology of Parpola, 
and it is diffi  cult to decide which etymology is better.

Aikio [2014: 88–89] has suggested the same Indo-Iranian origin for the 
Uralic word *śoma (> Mo E śumoŕd’e-, Mari šuma- ‘become tired, lan-
guish’, Ud śuma- ‘be hungry’, Hu szomorú ‘sad’, szomjas ‘thirsty’ etc.). 
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This etymology is convincing, but the Finnic verb cannot be derived from 
this Proto-Uralic noun.

Etymology: convincing (can also be a Germanic loan)

3.2.23. Sarajas ‘mythological river in the land of the dead’ 
(only in old folk poetry, not found in other Finnic languages)

← Iranian *zraya- (= Proto-Iranian *dzraya-) > Av zraiiah-, OP drayah- 
‘sea’ ([EWAia I: 606–607] s. v. jráyas-)

([Setälä 1912: 189; Jacobsohn 1922: 122–123; Joki 1973: 151; SSA] 
s. v. sarajas; [Häkkinen 2009: 22])

The Iranian etymology for this Finnic word is an old idea (fi rst sug-
gested by [Setälä 1912]), which suff ers mainly from the fact that the word 
is a hapax in Finnic poetic language. If the etymology were correct, it 
should be a relatively late borrowing, because the Finnic s probably re-
fl ects the Avestan-type z, not PI *dz or PII *ȷ́h (< *ǵ h), so the loan would 
be later than Proto-Iranian (comparable to such cases as iso or vasa). Also 
semantically only the Iranian words could come to question, as the mean-
ing ‘sea’ is attested only there. In the Vedic cognate jráyas- the more orig-
inal meaning ‘the edge’ has still been retained. The Indo-Iranian word 
belongs to the root *jray- ‘to stretch oneself’, which is of unclear origin 
according to EWAia. The substitution of *zr in Finnic would be interesting 
because of the epenthetic -a- in the consonant cluster. Usually word-ini-
tial consonant cluster is simplifi ed in loans in a way that one of the con-
sonants is dropped.

The word belongs to old mythological vocabulary, so it could have fallen 
out of use later, and many other words linked to mythology, such as jum-
ala ‘god’ and taivas ‘heaven, sky’ also have Indo-Iranian etymology, but 
because of the very scarce attestation one really cannot say anything cer-
tain of this etymology.

Komi sarid’ź ‘sea’, Udmurt zarid’ź ‘sea; a warm (southern) region 
where birds migrate for winter’ are probably true borrowings from this Ira-
nian word (this was established already by [Munkácsi 1851: 382]). Setälä 
attempted to connect the Finnish word to these, but the relationship of the 
Permic and Finnic words is irregular and these words cannot be consid-
ered as true cognates. Recently Häkkinen has tried to connect the Finn-
ish word to other Permic words, but without off ering any new convinc-
ing arguments to overcome the phonological irregularities involved: Komi 
šor and Udmurt šur ‘river, brook’. Häkkinen considers all of these words, 
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as well as Hungarian ár ‘stream’ and Khanty *ʌār, Mansi *tūrə ‘lake’ (< 
POUg *θē̮ra [cf. Zhivlov 2006]) loans from PII *saras (< PIE *selos), but 
this is unlikely: the Komi and Udmurt words are derived from PU *šerä, 
which is also the source of Hungarian ér ‘stream’. In no way can Finnish 
sarajas be regularly related to these words, and Häkkinen mistakenly as-
sumes that Avestan zrayah- is related to this Indo-Iranian word. It remains 
open whether PU *serä is borrowed from a Pre-Indo-Iranian form *seros. 
Koivulehto [1999a: 215] has derived the Hungarian and Ob-Ugrian words 
from PII *saras, and this is a convincing etymology with no phonological 
problems.

Etymology: unconvincing

3.2.24. Suoda, suo- ‘to grant’, Votic (der.) sōvia 
and Est (der.) soovida ‘to wish’ < PFi *soo-

← PII *suw(H)-a-, OI suváti ‘to put into motion’, sav- ’to drive’ 
([EWAia II: 715–716]; [LIV: 538] s. v. *sewh1-)

([Koivulehto 1999a: 230])
Koivulehto’s etymology is semantically possible: the meanings of the 

Finnic verb (‘to grant; to wish’) can be derived from meanings that have 
been attested in Old Indic, but because of the wide-ranging polysemy of the 
verb, it is very diffi  cult to reconstruct all the meanings of the verb to Pro-
to-Indo-Iranian. It is obvious that the original meaning of the Indo-Iranian 
root was ‘to put into motion’, as this meaning is also attested in its Indo-Eu-
ropean cognates, and this is reconstructed as the meaning of the PIE root 
by [LIV].

Morpho-phonologically this tentative loan is an interesting case, since 
here the Finnic word seems to refl ect a zero-grade rather than a full-grade 
form. Because of Ablauting Indo-Iranian verbs, it is often theoretically 
possible to derive loanwords from several diff erent forms, which make the 
loan etymologies less credible. Because not many verbs have been bor-
rowed from Indo-Iranian to Uralic, it is very diffi  cult to evaluate this ety-
mology comparing it to parallel examples. A systematic study of the diff er-
ent Ablaut grades in Indo-European loanwords would be an important task 
for Uralic etymology.

Here one has to note that the zero-grade *suH could have been bor-
rowed as such also from some other branch of Indo-European, not neces-
sarily from Indo-Iranian.
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The problem of the background of the Finnic long vowels has been ex-
plored since Koivulehto, especially by Aikio [2012a; 2015b]. Koivulehto 
compares the development of vowels in this word to the word juo- ‘to drink’ 
(< PFi *joo-), but according to Aikio [2015: 65b], the vowel correspon-
dences of juo- and its Uralic cognates are contradictory (it is unclear what 
the initial-syllable vowel in Proto-Uralic was), so it seems that we do not 
know precisely what kind of Proto-Uralic stem the Finnic word actually 
refl ects; thus the verb juo- cannot be used as a parallel to the vowel devel-
opments in suo-.

In [UEW] and [SSA], Komi śi- ‘to promise, to wish’ is connected ety-
mologically to the Finnic word, but this is unlikely because the Komi and 
Finnic vowels cannot be derived regularly from a common PU source.

The verb suvaita (: suvaitse-) ‘to tolerate’ (in Karelian ‘to love’) is prob-
ably a derivation from the same stem, but the fact does not aff ect our eval-
uation of the Indo-Iranian etymology.

Etymology: unclear

3.2.25. Syteä ‘to hit’, syttyä ‘to set on fi re’ 
(cognates in all Finnic languages)

← Pre-Iranian *tsewč- ([Cheung 2007] *sauč-), cf. Avestan saoc- 
‘to burn’ ([EWAia II: 655–656] s. v. ŚOC-)

([Koivulehto 1999a: 223–224])
The same root is manifest in Fi huhta < *šukta < PI tsuxta (see Sec-

tion 3.3.2). Koivulehto’s etymology for syteä and syttyä involves phonologi-
cal problems. The diphthong *ew cannot be regularly simplifi ed to Finnic *ü, 
compare the well-known cases PU *lewli (> Fi löyly) ‘spirit, steam’ [Sam-
mallahti 1988: 545] and PFi *kewhä (> Fi köyhä, Est kehv) ‘poor’ ([SSA] 
s. v. köyhä), where the diphthong is retained. This etymology, therefore, has 
to be rejected. It is also one of the examples where PI aff ricate would be re-
fl ected as Finnic s in Inlaut. There are very few cases like this, so the whole 
substitution rule might be wrong.

The Finnic *ü could, however, refl ect PI *u, as there are examples 
of such substitution in other Indo-European loans. Therefore, the Finnic 
word could refl ect a zero-grade form (*suč-) in Iranian. In Old Indic there 
are zero-grade forms such as śuc- ‘fl ame’ and śuci- ‘gleaming’. If the Finnic 
word was derived from such a form there would also be no need to sug-
gest a “Pre-Iranian” origin, as the Finnic s could simply refl ect later Iranian 
s and not PI *ts (or theoretically even PII *ć). While there are few examples 
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of Iranian s in Finnic loanwords, the prehistoric post-PI steppe languages 
clearly had s and z, like Avestan and the majority of Iranian languages.

Semantically it is problematic that the verb syteä simply means ‘to hit’, 
and syttyä looks like a derivation from this verb. It is of course possible that 
the two verbs are unrelated, and only syttyä is borrowed from Iranian, but 
it is more probable that syttyä is derived from syteä.

Janne Saarikivi (personal communication) considers the verb syteä and 
the noun sysi (stem syte-) ‘coal’ to be of same origin. sysi has a convincing 
Uralic etymology ([SSA] s. v. sysi), but it remains uncertain whether the 
verbs syteä and syttyä have anything to do with this noun. Saarikivi also 
connects Komi sot-, Udmurt suti̬ni̬ ‘to afl ame’ to the Finnic verbs, con-
sidering the Permic word as a borrowing from Finnic, but it remains open 
whether this can be suggested by actual linguistic evidence. The Permic 
words cannot be direct borrowings from Iranian, as Permic -t cannot re-
fl ect earlier aff ricate *č (in Finnic *č > t is a regular development), and it 
would be very diffi  cult to derive the Permic word from Iranian *suč. Joki 
[1973: 67] notes that the Komi word has been connected with the Iranian 
word by R. R. Stackelberg as early as in 1893, but Joki rejects the explana-
tion because of the problem with the aff ricate.

Etymology: convincing (from Iranian *suč-)

3.2.26. Taivas ‘sky, heaven’ (cognates in all Finnic languages)

← PI(I) *daywa- > Av daēvō ’demon; god’, OI devaḥ ‘heavenly, divine; 
god’ ([EWAia I: 742–3] s. v. devá-)

([Joki 1973: 323; Rédei 1986: 60; Koivulehto 1999a: 228, 232]; [SSA II] 
s. v. taivas)

This is a credible Indo-Iranian etymology, fi rst suggested by Diefen-
bach [1851: 607]. A Baltic origin (from *deiwas > Lith. dievas) has also 
been suggested by Thomsen [1869: 73], but the Finnic diphthong ai fi ts 
the Indo-Iranian form better (cf. Larsson [1984]; Koivulehto [1999b: 80]). 
[SSA] notes that also semantically the Indo-Iranian word is better, as the 
meaning ‘heavenly’ is not attested in Baltic. Nevertheless, [EES] follows 
the now outdated view that a Baltic origin is more likely 13. Although the 

 13 This question has a long research history, which is referred to by Joki [1973]. Kalima 
[1936; 1950] has defended the Baltic origin both by assuming that the origin ‘heaven’ 
might have been present in Baltic earlier and by considering the origin of the Finnic 
variation of *ei and *ai diphthongs unclear, assuming that Finnish taivas could continue 
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Indo-Iranian etymology is convincing, it is diffi  cult to date the borrow-
ing precisely, as the word can equally well be Iranian or Proto-Indo-Ira-
nian on phonological grounds. Schmid [1979: 268] sees the Iranian ori-
gin unlikely because of the negative semantics that are connected to the 
word *daywa (> Av daēvō) in the Iranian languages. But these negative 
semantics are clearly the result of Zoroastrian religion, and there is no rea-
son to suppose that in Proto-Iranian the word already had acquired a mean-
ing referring to ‘demons’.

Some other terms related to mythology (such as *juma ‘god’) were bor-
rowed from Iranian at a stage when Finnic, Saami, Mordvin (and Mari?) 
were still forming a dialect continuum at the least, if not a unitary proto-lan-
guage. This word might belong to the same era, but has simply been lost 
from the other languages.

According to Koivulehto [2003], the verb toivoa ‘to wish’ is borrowed 
from a refl ex of the same Indo-Iranian root (see the Section 3.2.30).

Etymology: convincing

3.2.27. Takra ‘piece of meat (as a bait)’ (has cognates 
in Karelian, Ludic and Veps)

← *daHtra-, from verb *daH- ‘to give’ > OI dātrá- ‘allotted portion, 
share’, Av dāθra- ‘gift, alms’ ([EWAia I: 713–715] s. v. DĀ)

([Koivulehto 1999a: 232])
Here Koivulehto proposed a substitution *tr- > *kr-, as no *tr- would 

have been possible in Pre-Finnic (if the word was borrowed from Proto-Ira-
nian, then probably *θr- → *kr-). His explanation is satisfactory, and since 
there is no competing etymology for this Finnic word, the Indo-Iranian et-
ymology can be accepted. Nevertheless, one has to note that the very lim-
ited distribution of the word raises questions of its early Indo-Iranian or-
igin, and it would be more convincing if there were parallel cases of this 
substitution within Indo-Iranian loanwords. Koivulehto does present simi-
lar cases among Germanic loans (PFi *nekla ‘needle’ ← PG *nēþla-). Se-
mantically the etymology is plausible.

Etymology: convincing

earlier *ei. Koivulehto rightly stats that this view is now outdated, as Finnish *ei can 
refl ect earlier *ai, but not vice versa (see now also [Kallio 2014; 2018] for detailed dis-
cussions of the development of these Finnic diphthongs).
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3.2.28. Talas ‘shelter’ (has cognates in Estonian and Livonian); talo 
‘house’ (derivate; has cognates in all Finnic languages) < ? PU *talas

← PII *talHa- > OI tala- ‘surface, level (Fläche, Ebene)’ ([EWAia I: 637])
([UEW]; [SSA] s. v. talo; [Korenchy 1972: 74–75])
It is unclear whether the Finnic word has cognates in other branches 

of Uralic. It is included in the present list because Koivulehto [1999: 227] 
states that the word occurs only in Finnic. However, Sammallahti 
[1988: 550] considers Permic and Mansi words (Mansi tul ‘pool; shed’, 
Ud ti̬li̬s ‘hut’) as regular cognates of the Finnic words. The same compari-
son is found also in [UEW], although there the Mansi word is accompanied 
by a question mark. Recently Aikio [2015b: 56] has considered the Finnic 
and Permic words as regular cognates. The Finnic word has also competing 
Germanic and Baltic etymologies ([SSA] s. v. talas; [LÄGLOS III: 268–
269] s. v. talas). *l of the Uralic forms is atypical of Indo-Iranian loans, 
as they usually refl ect the Indo-Iranian sound-change *l > *r.

The etymology of the Indo-Iranian word is uncertain according 
to [EWAia]. IEW [1061] assumed that the word has cognates in several In-
do-European languages, such as Slavic *tьlo ‘ground’, Baltic (Lith. pã-ta-
las, Latv. patali [Pl.] ‘bed’, Old Prussian talus ‘fl oor’) Germanic (German 
Diele ‘fl oorboard’) and Latin (tellūs ‘earth’), but [EWAia] is less certain 
of this connection. Derksen [2015: 465] reconstructs the Indo-European root 
as *tl̥h2- connects the Baltic words *patalas and *tiles ‘bottom of a barge, 
fl ooring’ to the Slavic and Germanic words, but does not mention the In-
do-Aryan word.

LÄGLOS notes that Koivulehto (in an unpublished handout) has consid-
ered talas as a borrowing from early Proto-Germanic *stāla-s (> ON stóll 

‘chair’), and that Hofstra [1985] supposes that the word was borrowed from 
Germanic (cf. *stalla-z (> Old Norse stallr ‘stand; (pagan) altar; stable, man-
ger’). [LÄGLOS] considers both etymologies as plausible, and states that 
the Finnic word is possibly (but not certainly) a loanword from Germanic.

However, if the set indeed includes Mansi and Permic cognates, the In-
do-Iranian source would be more credible, as no Germanic loan has such 
a distribution within Uralic. If the word indeed is an Indo-Iranian borrow-
ing, Finnic -as has to be a later suffi  x, as the Indo-Iranian word is a neuter 
(the nominative form would be *talHam > OI talam) and does not manifest 
the ending -as that is found in some other loans such as taivas (← PII *day-
was). It is also possible that the similarity of the Uralic and the various In-
do-European words is simply accidental.
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Also a Baltic origin has been assumed (Proto-Baltic *talas > Lith pã-ta-
las ‘bed’) but according to [LÄGLOS] this is semantically less suitable than 
the Germanic and Indo-Iranian words. One has to state that semantically the 
Indo-Iranian etymology is not very good either.

Etymology: unconvincing (can be other Indo-European loan)

3.2.29. Terve ‘healthy, whole’, Est tere id. and regular 
cognates in all the other Finnic languages < PFI *terveš

← PII (or PI) *drva-, *drvā > Av druua- ‘healthy’, OP duruva- ‘solid, 
fi rm’, New Persian darōd ‘health, bloom’, OI dhruvá- ‘solid, fi rm, fi xed, 
secure’ ([EWAia I: 798–799])

([Setälä 1928: 300; Koivulehto 2003]; [EES] s. v. tere)
Koivulehto’s etymology was proposed in a presentation and its handout 

and has not been published as such, but is referred to by [EES], K. Häkki-
nen [2004] and [LÄGLOS III: 291] s. v. terve. [LÄGLOS] considers Koivu-
lehto’s Indo-Iranian etymology better than the Germanic etymologies that 
have been suggested: Katz [1990: 14] has derived the Finnic word from 
PG *trewwas (> ON tryggr ‘faithful’), and Hofstra [1992: 59–60], from 
PG *derƀaz (> ON djarfr ‘brave’), but neither is supported by [LÄGLOS]. 
In [SSA], the relationship of terve to terva ‘tar’ (originally presented by Ki-
parsky [1952: 94–99]) is considered the most viable option; terva is origi-
nally a Baltic loan from *derva ‘tar’.

Both semantically and phonologically, the etymology suggested 
by Koivulehto is convincing. The vowel e results here from the substitu-
tion of the cluster *drv-. The meaning ‘healthy’ seems to be attested exclu-
sively in the Iranian side, although also the more original meaning of ‘solid, 
fi rm’ is attested in Old Persian. According to [EWAia], the adjective is de-
rived from the root *dhar- ‘to keep, maintain’.

Earlier Setälä [1928: 298–308] had presented another Indo-Iranian 
source for the word terve, namely Pre-II *dhermen- (> PII *dharman- > 
OI dharman-), but this etymology was rejected by Jacobsohn [1933: 139] 
already as phonologically impossible.

Also a Slavic etymology for the Finnic word has been suggested ear-
lier (Ahlqvist [1857] derived the word from Russian zdorovyj ‘healthy’ 
< PSl *sьdòrvъ), which is ultimately from the same Indo-European root 
as the Indo-Iranian word (the Slavic word continues PIE *h1sudhoruo, 
cf. [Derksen 2009: 478–479] s. v. *sьdòrvъ]). It would be very diffi  cult 
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to derive the Finnic vocalism from either the Proto-Slavic or Russian word, 
and the Indo-Iranian etymology is clearly a better option.

Etymology: convincing

3.2.30. Toivoa ‘to hope, wish; to foresee’, toivo, toive ‘hope, wish’, 
toivio-retki ‘pilgrimage’, Est tõotama ‘to promise, to foresee’, 
cognates in all Finnic languages; Votic toivoa ‘to wish’ is probably 
borrowed from Ingrian [SSA] s. v. toivoa; [EES] s. v. tõotama]

← PII (or PI) *daywa- or *dāywa-, *dāiwya- > OI devá- ‘heavenly, di-
vine; god’, daíva-, dáivya- ‘divine, belonging to the gods’ ([EWAia I: 742–
743] s. v. devá-)

([Koivulehto 2003]; [EES] s. v. tõotama)
It is uncertain whether the word is restricted to Finnic, as Saami (N) doaivut 

(with cognates in most Saami languages) is either a cognate of the Finnic word 
or borrowed from it [Kuokkala 2018: 32]. In [SSA], the words are considered 
as cognates, [EES] mentions the possibility of Finnish loan to Saami. The re-
lationship of the Saami and Finnic words remains unclear for the time being.

Koivulehto’s etymology for this Finnic word family is, in principle, con-
vincing. Koivulehto never published the etymology in print, but it is referred 
to by [EES]. The Indo-Iranian original is the same word from which the 
noun taivas (see Section 3.2.26) has been borrowed; the semantic diff erence 
between ‘to wish’ and ‘heaven’ is rather wide, but both can be derived from 
the semantics of the Indo-Iranian word, as Koivulehto lists also meanings 
‘divine will, faith, happiness’ among the meanings of the Indic word dáivya-.

The problem is that the vowel substitution is diff erent, and it is diffi  -
cult to see why PII *a was substituted diff erently in the same environment 
in these two words. One possibility is that the words refl ect two diff erent 
layers of borrowing, but it is very diffi  cult to prove this. On the other hand, 
Koivulehto notes that an old vrddhi formation *dāywa- (PIE *dēywo-) can 
be reconstructed for the word in question. It is possible that a short a is re-
fl ected in taivas, whereas a long ā is refl ected in toivo. Phonetically, this is 
not compelling, and this solution would be rather speculative. Another hy-
pothetical reason could be a diff erence in accentuation: in the Vedic vrd-
dhi-forms daívya- ‘divine’, Fem. daívi-, dáiva- id. (but note also daivá-) the 
accent is on the fi rst syllable, but on the last syllable on devá-.

Despite the phonological problem mentioned above, the etymology 
can be accepted. No competing loan explanation for the Finnic word exists.

Etymology: convincing
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3.2.31. viha ‘hate’, vihata ‘to hate’ (has cognates 
in all Finnic languages)

← PII *dwiš- > OI dviṣ- ’to hate’ ([EWAia: 770–71] s. v. DVEṣ)
([Parpola 1999: 201–202]; [SSA] s. v. viha)
According to the traditional view that is refl ected by [UEW], the words 

viha ‘venom’ and viha ‘hate’ are the same word, which is a borrowing from 
Indo-Iranian *wiša- ‘venom’. This is an established and well-known et-
ymology, and the Finnic word has probable cognates in Permic. Parpola 
separates the two viha words and considers these as separate borrowings 
from two diff erent Indo-Iranian sources. It is diffi  cult to determine whether 
these are separate borrowings or not, since both Indo-Iranian origins (*wiša- 
and *dwiš-) are phonologically suitable. In Hungarian, the words for ‘poi-
son’ and ‘hate’ (méreg and mérges) are clearly etymologically connected 
([Bárczi 1941] s. v. méreg; [MszFE] s. v. méreg). Therefore, it seems plau-
sible to suppose that the two Finnic words could refl ect the same word, the 
original meaning of which would have been ‘venom, poison’.

Etymology: unclear

3.3. Indo-Iranian etymologies that have irregular cognates 
in Finnic and neighbouring branches

This section deals with Finnic words with proposed Indo-Iranian ety-
mologies, which have irregular cognates in other (Western) Uralic branches. 
This irregularity indicates that these words might be also Indo-Iranian loans 
which are refl ected solely in Finnic. The irregularity can result from paral-
lel borrowing, undetected sound laws, or false etymologies, and each case 
has to be treated separately.

3.3.1. Ahtera ‘barren, sterile (of a cow)’ (has cognates in Votic, 
Estonian and Livonian); Mo E ekšt’eŕ, jekšt’eŕ, 
jakšt’eŕ M jašt’ǝŕ < ? *äštärä or *äkštärä

← PII (or PI) *akšaitra > OI ákṣetra- ‘destitute of fi elds, uncultivated’
([Blážek 1990: 40; Aikio 2015b: 44])
This word is present in both Finnic and Mordvin, but Aikio (p. c.) in-

dicated that the words are not regular cognates, so they could be parallel 
borrowings. A cluster of three consonants is also atypical for the inherited 
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Proto-Finnic words. Aikio [2015b] argues that the Finnic word could re-
fl ect the originally front-vocalic form *äkštärä. It is interesting that there 
seem to be no other credible Indo-Iranian etymologies in Finnic, where 
PII or PI *a would have been substituted by *ä. If the Finnic and Mordvin 
words are indeed parallel loans, there is no reason to suppose a front-vo-
calic reconstruction for the Finnic word, as diff erent substitution patterns 
could have been used in Pre-Finnic and Pre-Mordvin. The Mordvin word 
certainly refl ects a front-vocalic form *äkštärä.

This word is one of the best examples providing support for the hypoth-
esis that Finnic could have borrowed words from an Indo-Iranian language 
independently, after its split off  from the nearest proto-languages.

Munkácsi [1901: 238–289] had earlier considered the Uralic words 
as a loan from another Indo-Iranian word, namely *starī- (> OI starī́- ‘cow 
that does not give milk’, from PIE *sterih2- ‘sterile’, [EWAia II: 757]). 
This explanation looks less likely, because here we would have to as-
sume that a prothetic vowel developed before the word-initial consonant 
cluster in Uralic. Although this kind of substitution would be a possi-
ble way to avoid the Anlaut cluster, there are no parallel examples in the 
early loanwords, where these kinds of clusters were typically simplifi ed 
(cf. *sampas ← *stambhas). Also the substitution of *s by *š would be 
unexpected. Munkaćsi also connects Hungarian eszter ‘infertile, bar-
ren’ to the Mordvin and Finnic words, but it is impossible to derive the 
Hungarian, Finnic and Mordvin words from the same Uralic pre-form. 
The possible Indo-Iranian origin of the Hungarian word has to be left for 
further study to solve.

The Indo-Iranian etymology suggested by Blážek itself is convincing 
in principle, but because of various vowel-reductions in this kind of tri-
syllabic word, it is diffi  cult to establish the precise substitutions. Here one 
has to also take into account the possibility that the similarity of the Uralic 
and Sanskrit words might be accidental. Many words relating to agricul-
ture have irregular cognates in Mordvin, Mari and sometimes in Saami, 
and these could refl ect substrate borrowings from some unknown language 
[Aikio 2015b: 43–47]. The semantics and the irregular relationship of Finnic 
ahtera and Mordvin ekšt’eŕ mean that these words could belong to this 
group of words as well.

Etymology: convincing
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3.3.2. Huhta, huuhta ‘burned patch in slash-and-burn agriculture’ 
(has cognates in Karelian, Ludic and Estonian); Mordvin E čuvto, 
M šufta ‘tree’ < ? West-Uralic *šukta (Koivulehto: čukta)

← PI *tsuxta-, verbal adjective from the root *tsawč- > Av upa-suxta 
‘burned’, root saoč- ‘to burn’ ([Cheung 2007] *sauč-)

([Koivulehto 1999a: 225–226; 2001b: 256–257])
The etymology itself is plausible, as the Finnic and Mordvin words can 

be regularly derived from Iranian *tsuxta-. Koivulehto [2001b: 257] himself 
notes that the relationship Fi u 14 : Mo u is irregular (one would expect Mo o), 
but states that this “points to borrowing”. However, most of early borrow-
ings display identical refl exes with those observed in the inherited Uralic 
words. The reason for irregularity can simply be that the word is a paral-
lel loan in Mordvin and Finnic, or that it has penetrated from pre-Mord-
vin to pre-Finnic. While there is a lot of research about secondary contacts 
and lexical diff usion between Saami and Finnic, the possibility of post-pro-
to-language convergence between Mordvin and Finnic has been poorly stud-
ied. Aikio [2015b: 44–46] noted that in Finnic, Mordvin and Mari (and also 
in Saami, yet more rarely) there are many irregular words, which could 
probably result from a substrate language (for example, Fi lehmä ‘cow’ ~ 
Mo E lišme ‘horse’ < ? *lešmä, Fi vehnä ‘wheat’ ~ Mo E viš, Mari E wiste 
‘spelt’ < ? *wešnä). The latest Iranian borrowings might have been acquired 
at the time when these substrate words were borrowed.

Koivulehto [1991: 32] had earlier suggested a Baltic etymology for 
this word, but the postulated Baltic form *šukta- is unattested. It would 
equally well match the Finnic and Mordvin words, which have to refl ect Pro-
to(-West-)Uralic *š rather than *č; according to Aikio’s [2015b: 4–5] views 
on Uralic sibilants, the word has to be reconstructed as *šukta, not *čukta, 
although the latter form would suit the Iranian reconstruction better. Nev-
ertheless, the etymology is otherwise convincing, and due to the lack of the 
attested Baltic form, the Iranian borrowing looks more likely.

Etymology: convincing

 14 The long uu in eastern dialects of Finnish and in Karelian is secondary, cf. [It-
konen 1987].
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3.3.3. Porsas ‘piglet’ (has cognates in all Finnic 
languages); Mo E purtsos, M puŔts id.; Ud parś, pariś, 
Ko porś ‘pig’ < Pre-FI/PU *porćas ~ *porśas ‘pig’

← ? PII *parća- /   Pre-II *porćo or ← PBSl ? *parśa- < PIE *porḱ os
([Joki 1959: 52; 1973: 303; 1988: 585]; [SSA II] s. v. porsas; [Koivu-

lehto 2001b: 242])
This is an intriguing word, as it is clearly an Indo-European borrow-

ing, but not necessarily an Indo-Iranian one. According to Kallio (ms.) the 
Finnic word could be a Balto-Slavic borrowing. This possibility has been 
hinted also by Napolskikh [2002], and already Benveniste [1949: 87] noted 
the diffi  culties of deriving the Uralic word(s) from Indo-Iranian, and sup-
ported an earlier Indo-European etymology for the word. The second sylla-
ble *o was either not possible or at least very rare in PU, cf. [Aikio 2015b], 
so *as could have been a suitable substitution of PIE *os. Indo-Iranian origin 
would work too, as Uralic *o is a possible substitution for PII *a (cf. well-
known examples like *ora ‘awl’ ← PII *āra- [Koivulehto 2001b: 248]). 
Whether *a or *o should be reconstructed in the fi rst syllable of the Bal-
to-Slavic word at this point does not matter much, as both could be sub-
stituted by Uralic/Pre-Finnic *o. Koivulehto [1991: 24; 2001b: 242] has 
assumed that the Finnic word could be borrowed from North-West Indo-Eu-
ropean, and Uralic ć would substitute the retained PIE *ḱ  here (as argued 
already by Joki [1959: 52]), but it is impossible to prove that the word was 
not borrowed from a later satem language (such as Balto-Slavic). Koivu-
lehto also notes that the ending -as is atypical for the earliest Indo-Iranian 
loans, but this claim is only partly correct, as it appears in a number of loans, 
some of which are diffi  cult to date and are not necessarily very late. It seems 
correct that ending *as is not attested in tentative PIE loans.

As said, Mordvin and Permic (Ud parś, Ko poŕś) forms cannot be reg-
ular cognates of the Finnic word, so they are parallel loans, probably from 
Indo-Iranian, as Koivulehto (2001b: 242) has noted. The problem here is that 
because of the palatal ś in Permic this borrowing, too, must be quite old, but 
a more detailed treatment of this issue has to be pursued elsewhere. [EES] 
mentions that the Mordvin words could have been borrowed from Finnic 
languages, but this could hardly explain the Mordvin aff ricates.

Hyllested [2014: 84–85] has argued that at least the forms in Mordvin 
and Permic are borrowed from Turkic *borsuq ‘badger’ (> Chuvash porъš 
id.). Hyllested assumes that the Indo-European words, too, are ultimately 
borrowed from this Turkic word, which he considers a “Central Asiatic 
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culture word”. I fi nd no reason to support Hyllested’s arguments. The con-
sonantism of the Udmurt, Komi and Mordvin words can hardly be explained 
from the Turkic forms: while I admit that the Indo-Iranian origin explains 
the palatal sibilant of Permic only if the borrowing is very early (not from 
Iranian *partsa- or *parsa-), the Turkic s or š is not better at all, as it would 
probably have been substituted by *š in Permic. And although semantically 
it would not be impossible to derive the ‘pig(let)’ words from ‘badger’, the 
idea that the central Uralic words are simply Indo-Iranian loanwords is more 
convincing also from this point of view.

Etymology: unclear (certainly from Indo-European, but not necessar-
ily from PII)

3.3.4. Hyvä ‘good’ (has cognates in all Finnic languages), SaN savvit 
‘to heal a wound’ (has cognates in all Saami languages except Akkala 
and Ter); Mordvin E čiv, M čiva ‘hospitable’ < ? *šivä ~ *čiwä

← PI *tsiwa-, cf. OI śiva- ‘auspicious, propitious, gracious, favourable, 
benign, kind, benevolent, friendly, dear’; god’s name Śiva- < PII *ćiwa- 
([EWAia II: 640])

([Koivulehto 2009: 85–87])
Koivulehto considers this West-Uralic word as a loan from Proto-Ira-

nian, but this is not necessarily the case. First of all, this word is not even 
attested in Iranian. It is attested in Indo-Aryan and has an Indo-European 
etymology (the word is derived from PIE *ḱ eywo-, as Koivulehto notes), 
so the word must have been present in PII, but there are no traces of it in the 
attested Iranian languages. Of course, it is possible that the word was still 
present in Iranian, even though it has not been attested (it is well-known 
that the corpus of Old Iranian texts is much smaller than the huge amount 
of Old Indo-Aryan material, and this is also mentioned by Koivulehto), but 
there are other problems with the etymology as well.

Apart from this, the phonological relations between the Finno-Ugric 
words are irregular: the Saami and Finnic words point at *šiwä 15, whereas 
the Mordvin words cannot refl ect this form. Erzya aff ricate č is often second-
ary and refl ects regularly earlier (PU) *š. Finnic h, on the other hand, can-
not refl ect PU *č according to Aikio [2015a: 4–5]. Koivulehto still assumed 

 15 In earlier sources such as [UEW], the word has been reconstructed as *šeŋä. Koivu-
lehto convincingly argues that such a reconstruction is impossible because ŋ would have 
been retained in Mordvin.
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that Finnic h can refl ect either *š or *č. Furthermore, the relation E č : M č 
is irregular (in the case of earlier *š, the refl ex š should have been retained 
in Moksha), and it is diffi  cult even to reconstruct this word to Proto-Mor-
dvin. Koivulehto assumes that the Finnic word could refl ect earlier *čiwä, 
and the Saami word could be a loan from Finnic, but this cannot be the case 
since the Finnic h must go back to *š, not *č according to Aikio [2015].

Furthermore, the vowels are also problematic: in *ä stems, PU/
PWU *i regularly develops into e in both Mordvin languages [Berec-
zki 1988: 320], so on the basis of the Mordvin forms an old i–ä stem can-
not be reconstructed. A form *čewä could be reconstructed for Pre-Mor-
dvin on the basis of the Moksha and Erzya forms. The Saami form could 
refl ect either earlier *e or *i. According to Santeri Junttila (personal com-
munication), the Livonian cognate point to *šiwä. Both the vocalism and 
the consonantism manifests serious problems and the words cannot be reg-
ular cognates.

All these things considered, the etymology is rather to be rejected. Al-
ternatively, parallel loans with diff erent consonant and vowel substitutions 
in Finnic, Saami and Mordvin could be assumed, but the absence of the 
word from Iranian makes this unlikely. Probably the Finnic and Saami words 
are cognates, but they have nothing to do with the Mordvin words.

Etymology: unconvincing

3.3.5. Suka ‘haircomb’ (has cognates in all Finnic languages); SaN 
čohkut ‘to comb’ (has cognates in all Saami languages except Akkala); 
Mo śuva ‘husk of grain’; Mari šu ‘husk of grain’; Ud śu ‘rye; grain’

← PII *ćūka- > Av sūkā ‘spike, needle’, Oss syg ‘awn’, OI śūkā ‘awn, 
stangle ([EWAia III: 494–495]), cf. also Ved. suci- (< ? earlier *śuci) ‘needle’

or ← PBSl *śuka ‘comb’, cf. Lith. pl. šùkos ‘comb, woolcomb’ ([Fran-
kel 1962–1965: 1031] s. v. šúkos)

([Kallio 2009: 32–33; Junttila 2012]; [SSA] s. v. suka; [Joki 1973: 315–
316; Redei 1986: 59–60])

The Finnic word has been cautiously connected to the Mordvin and 
Permic words in earlier research, but Kallio has convincingly shown that 
the Finnic word and its Saami cognate represent separate loans from Bal-
to-Slavic. It indeed seems to be the case that the Finnic and Saami words 
should be separated from the Mordvin, Mari and Permic words for seman-
tic reasons. Kallio’s Balto-Slavic etymology for the Finnic word is more 
plausible semantically. Fraenkel ([1962–1965] s. v. šùko) notes that the 
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background of the Baltic word is unclear, but the Lithuanian word could 
regularly refl ect Balto-Slavic *śukā.

The words in Mordvin, Mari and Permic might be parallel loans from In-
do-Iranian, as the relationship between them is not entirely regular. In Mor-
dvin, earlier *u–a stems should develop o in the initial syllable, compare 
PU *muna ‘egg’ > Mordvin mona, PU *kuma- ‘face down’ > Mordvin koma- 
[Sammallahti 1988: 537–538]. However, the borrowing has to be early in all 
the languages because Permic and Mordvin clearly show refl exes of PU pal-
atal sibilant, which could not result from later Iranian forms.

Etymology: unconvincing (the Finnic word is not borrowed from In-
do-Iranian)

3.3.5. Syntyä ‘to be born’ (has cognates in all Finnic 
languages); Ko sod-, sud- ‘to increase’ < ? *sentä-

← “Pre-Iranian” *dzenH- ([Cheung 2007] *zanH) < PIE *ǵ enh1- ‘to be 
born’ ([LIV: 163])

([Koivulehto 1999a: 222–223; 2001b: 254–255])
For this etymology, Koivulehto had to postulate an irregular 

change *e > *ü (= Fi y) in Finnic. There are examples of PU/Pre-FI *e be-
ing refl ected as Finnic *ü (such as *jewä > *jüwä ‘grain’, also an Indo-Ira-
nian loanword). However, this change is usually caused by phonological 
factors which are missing from this word. Pystynen [2015] dealt with some 
of these cases and concluded that *e does not usually labialize even in front 
of *w. Therefore, labialization in this context would be even more unlikely.

The Komi cognate supposed by Koivulehto cannot be a regular cog-
nate of the Finnic word. One possibility to explain the irregular relationship 
would be to consider the Komi word a loan from Finnic, but this is improb-
able because the borrowing would have to be extremely old, from the time 
before the Proto-Permic denasalization (Niklas Metsäranta: personal com-
munication). Thus, for the time being, the etymology of the Komi word re-
mains unclear. The Saami word šaddat ‘to grow, to be born’ is a well-known 
loan from Finnic [Sammallahti 1998: 264].

Therefore, this etymology is most probably wrong. It might be possi-
ble to derive the Finnic word from a refl ex of the PIE root *ǵ enh1- in some 
branch of Indo-European, but this requires further study. Koivuleh-
to’s Pre-Iranian source is obviously wrong, so this cannot be used as an ev-
idence for a particular substitution pattern of Proto-Iranian aff ricates.

Etymology: unconvincing
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3.3.6. vasara ‘hammer’; SaN veahcir (< PSa *veaćērē; 
cognates in all Saami languages; cf. [Lehtiranta 2001, 
no. 1367]) id.; Mo E uźer, viźiŕ, M uźǝŕ ‘axe’ < ? *waćara

← PII *waȷ́ra- > Av vazra- ‘club’, OI vajra- ‘thunderbolt, Indra’s weapon’ 
([EWAia II: 492] s. v. vájra-)

([Joki 1973: 339; SSA III: 395])
This is an established etymology. According to Häkkinen [2009: 23–24], 

the vowel relations between Finnic, Saami and Mordvin are regular. How-
ever, this is not exactly the case: vaski < *wäśkä is irregular, and so it is im-
possible to reconstruct a unitary form to Proto-Uralic [Aikio 2015]. Also, 
marras is not a cognate of Mordvin miŕd’e (which refl ects earlier *mertä 
and is a cognate of the Komi mort and Udmurt murt), this has to be a sep-
arate loan from the same source as Finnic marras (see also Section 3.2.12). 
Therefore, there is no explanation for this irregularity other than assum-
ing that the words were acquired separately to Pre-Finnic, Pre-Saami and 
Pre-Mordvin.

The Indo-Iranian etymology of these words is, therefore, clearly plausi-
ble, but it is impossible to reconstruct them into a unitary proto-form. Maybe 
this word, as a cultural term, has been a Wanderwort that was borrowed into 
one of the West-Uralic dialects after the split-up of the common proto-lan-
guage of Finnic, Saami and Mordvin, and diff used between dialects. It can 
also simply be a parallel borrowing from Indo-Iranian in all these languages 
(however, the archaic, Proto-Indo-Iranian phonological shape of the word 
seems to contradict the idea of a late separate borrowing).

Etymology: convincing (the Finnic word is certainly an Indo-Iranian 
loan)

4. Conclusions

The Indo-Iranian loan etymology was rejected for the following words:

 herätä, jäädä, niska, oide, sarajas, syntyä, talas

The following words are probably loans but rather from other Indo-Eu-
ropean languages than Indo-Iranian:

 aisa, talas, porsas, oja(s), ola, suka, ? tiine
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The following words have a credible Indo-Iranian etymology but 
their distribution is not restricted to Finnic, as they have cognates in other 
branches of the Uralic language family:

 tiine (can also be from Baltic), piimä

The following cases remained uncertain:

 isäntä (probably a derivation from isä ‘father’, but the Indo-Iranian 
etymology cannot be ruled out), sammua (both Germanic and In-
do-Iranian etymologies are plausible), perna (a promising etymol-
ogy, but includes phonological problems with vowel developments), 
suoda (the vowel reconstruction is complicated which makes it hard 
to either accept or reject the etymology), terni (phonological and se-
mantic problems), viha (certainly an Indo-Iranian borrowing, but it 
is diffi  cult to determine whether it is the same word as viha ‘venom’), 
verso (similar problems as with perna)

The following etymologies indeed seem to be Indo-Iranian loans which 
are found only in Finnic:

 ahnas, aivan, apu, hadas, iha 16, ihta, iso, marras, ohra, paksu, pei-
jaiset, taivas, takra, toivoa, sammas, syttyä, terve, toivoa

Out of the Finnic etymologies with irregular cognates elsewhere in the 
Uralic family, the following ones are probably of non-Indo-Iranian origin:

 hyvä (not an IE loan), suka (probably from Balto-Slavic), syntyä 
(not an IE loan)

The word porsas can be from either Indo-Iranian or Balto-Slavic.
The rest (ahtera, huhta, vasara) have a credible Indo-Iranian etymology.
Therefore, it seems that the number of Indo-Iranian borrowings restricted 

to Finnic is in fact very low. In almost half of the cases evaluated here, the 
words are either of non-Indo-Iranian origin or have cognates in other Uralic 
languages. If the unclear cases are counted, the number is even greater.

As was mentioned above, distribution is not always a valid criterion 
in the stratigraphy of Indo-European borrowings in Uralic. Finnic words 
with a plausible Indo-Iranian etymology clearly refl ect several diachronic 
layers, all of which are shared by some other Uralic branches. This means 

 16 But note that here it has been argued that there is no reason to suppose two homon-
ymous iha words, both of which would have been borrowed from Indo-Iranian
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that Finnic could not have acquired these words as a separate language. 
Some clearly late Iranian loans such as varsa and vasa have regular cog-
nates in Mordvin [Koivulehto 1999a: 218–219], whereas some more archaic 
words are confi ned to Finnic. It is, however, interesting to note that many 
of the loanwords confi ned to Finnic manifest clearly Iranian features, and 
among those that are not demonstrably Iranian, there are no features that 
force us to consider these borrowings earlier Proto-Indo-Iranian loans; some 
of the more archaic loans are either problematic (such as verso) or should 
be rejected (such as herätä).

There are few irregular cases (*waćara, *akštara, *šukta) which can-
not be explained as wrong etymologies or results of undetected sound 
laws, though. They could either be parallel Indo-Iranian loans or indicate 
that the respective Indo-Iranian words spread through a dialect continuum 
which consisted of predecessors of Finnic, Saami and Mordvin, at the least. 
However, at least *waćara and *šukta clearly refl ect diff erent layers of In-
do-Iranian borrowings (*waćara with *ć from PII *ȷ́ and *šukta with *š 
from PI *c). It is therefore unlikely that they were simultaneously diff used 
through the already diff erentiated West-Uralic dialects. Further develop-
ment of historical phonological studies can reveal hitherto unexpected con-
ditioned developments in the history of Finnic and its neighboring branches, 
which might help us to explain some of these cases.

Abbreviations

Av — Avestan; Est — Estonian; Ko — Komi; Lv — Livonian; Mo — Mordvin; Mo 
E — Erzya Mordvin; Mo M — Moksha Mordvin; OI — Old-Indo-Aryan (Sanskrit); 
PBsl — Proto-Balto-Slavic; PFi — Proto-Finnic; PG — Proto-Germanic; PI — Pro-
to-Iranian; PIE — Proto-Indo-European; PII — Proto-Indo-Iranian; Pre-Fi — Pre-Finn-
ic; Pre-II — Pre-Indo-Iranian; PSa — Proto-Saami; SaN — North Saami; SEst — South 
Estonian (Võro-Seto); Ud — Udmurt.
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